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CEN 
European 

QL Fair 

The QL Users’ Group of 
Limberg in Belgium — 
Sinclair QL Gebruikers 
Groep Limburg — is 
organising and promoting 
an international QL day at 
De Borggraaf Hotel, 
Hasselt, on October 23. The 
aim is to bring together 

supporters of the QL in 
Europe and to give rise to 
further QL days in subse- 
quent years in other parts 
of Europe to maintain the 
contact, A further aim is to 
set up an international QL, 
users’ databank and 
ultimately an international 
QL/Thor users’ organisa- 
tion, 

‘The Limberg group is 
canvassing support from 
software and hardware 
suppliers and wants QL 
user groups and 

publications to publicise 
the International QL Day in 
any way they are able, A 
number of major QL sup- 
pliers have already indica- 
ted that they will attend. 

A draft program of 
demonstrations, lectures 

and forums too long for QL 
Scene to reproduce has 
already been drawn up and 
information about hotels 
and accommodation in 
Limberg, including De 
Borggraaf, is available. 
Hasselt is the county town 
of the province of Limberg 
and is near to a number of 
major road links. 

For information about 
QL Day, contact the QL 
Users’ Group Limberg, M. 
Beckers, Houterstraat 100, 

3762 Gellick, Belgium. 

Following the announce- 
ment of Special Edition 
Supercharge, Digital Pre- 
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PDQL makes conversions 

to the QL disk cause 
DiscOVER is the new pro- 
gram to be released from 
PDQL, which permits the 
conversion of text and data 
files between the QL 
format, and an alien format 
in either direction. The 
version of the program for 
conversion to and from 
IBM PC format is available 

now for £29.50, with a multi- 
format version with CP/M 
and BBC format conversion 
facilities to follow soon, 
costing £39. PDQL is plan- 
ning to add other alien 
format conversion routines 
to the multi-format version 
in the future. 
PDQL has announced 

No-charge Supercharge 

Sector index 

to success 

Sector Software has re- 
leased a complete com- 
puterised index to QL 
World and QL User. The 
150K database is com- 
pressed to run on an 
unexpanded QL and, Sector 
says, it can search under a 
number of headings and 
takes about one second to 
find any item. Costing £6, 
the program is available on 
Microdrive or disc. 

Sector has also brought 
into being a bulletin board 
“mainly for the QL, with 
some features on the Z-88", 

according to David Batty. 
The bulletin board is 
available on the Sector 
telephone number, 0772 
454328, at any time out of 

business hours, which is 

clear that there are now no 
royalty restrictions on the 
use of output from any of 

usually from 6 pm to 9 am 
Mondays to Fridays, and all 
weekends and bank holi- 
days. The Prestel-style 
board will carry reviews 
and information and allow 
users to leave messages. 

Sector Software, 39 Wray 
Crescent, Ulnes Walton, 
Leyland, Lancs PRS SNA. 

that the first 50 registered 
buyers of the IBM version 
of DiscOVER will be en- 
titled to a free upgrade of 
the multi-format version on 
application to PDQL up to 
August 30, 1988. Enquiries 
‘to PDQL, Unit 1, Heaton 
House, Camden _ Street, 
Birmingham B1 3BZ. 

DP draw wins 

a huge response 
The Digital Precision prize 
draw took place under the 
watchful eye of Leslie 
Fahidy of QL World. The 
computer in charge con- 
sidered its task for some- 
what less than seven 
million years and in due 
course produced 84 names 
of QL users from 
Switzerland to Strathclyde 

copy of either Editor or 
Supercharge, or a choice of 
half-price packages, as well 
as discounts on other DP 
software, The total value of 
the prizes is over £2,500. 

“We set up the prize draw 
some time ago," said 
Freddie Vachha of DP, “so 
this should be a pleasant 

cision would like to make it the company’s products. who will be offered a free _ surprise to 84 people.” 
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PEN GHANNEL 
‘Open Channel is where you have the with the answer, or just sound off about 
opportunity to voice your opinions in Sinclair something which bothers you, write to: Open 
QL World. Whether you want to ask for help Channel, Sinclair QL World, Greencoat 
with 2 technical problem, provide somebody House, Francis Street, London SWIP 1DG. 

2 number of times you will sectors out of a given car- that it might prove useful. 
Interestin. getanincreasing number of tridge it is much better to It should be stressed, 

available sectors. Thereare settle for a reduced though, that there is no 
Tt was interesting to read two factors tobe taken into number. Thus when I substitute for prudently 
Bryan Davies’ article on'the consideration. First, you format my cartridges my keeping copies of all your 
inner workings of the QL, need to know that the format program cycles work. It is the way pro- 
in particular his observa- contents of any cartridge through the process five fessional computer instal- 
tions concerning may be transferred to any times; this displays the lations maintain their re- 
microdrives. I have always other “normal” cartridgein number of good sectors liability. The fact that you 
hhad about 220 sectors on your library. It is safer to each time. effectively buy two car- 
new cartridges except the work on a basis of around _Providing the last three tridges to store what can be 
few through the years 210 sectors maximum asa times gives a constant recorded on one soon 
which have been faulty, so standard. This, of course, figure, so long as it is 210 becomes economic. You 
by his suggested standards should be taken as a lesser sectors or over, I accept it don’t have to lose much 
my drives seem to be satis- figure if you donot achieve as a normal cartridge, If painstaking work to make 
factory but here is a the 220 on average in the there is a variation in the thisclear. 
thought which might firstplace. available sectors during tHe Contrary to early reac- 
reduce the number of data The second point is far five format processes and_ tions, microdrives are very 
losses for anybody who has more important and I feel the last three are no con. reliable and operate on an 
such problems. that it might have contri- stant my formatting pro- extremely clever principle 

‘Most experienced users buted to my comparative gram provided the ability to in which the oxide surface 
will tell you that if you lack of microdrive prob- re-format singly under my gets far less wear than the 
format a new cartridge a lems. Far from squeezing control. Then I reformat current design of floppy 

the maximum number of until a low sector count is discs. Those whom I have 
given. Then, and only then, heard complaining about 

THPCEHT Go I classify it as normal, their unreliability have 

Editor’s notebook 

provided that the low figure always been people who 
is 210 sectors to above. have lost data which was 

‘This seems to be the only not backed-up. 
way to be reasonably sure _ The prime consideration 

‘THE nows that the Thor Is finally to be promoted as a 
business computer across Europe and behind the 
Iron Curtain can only be encouraging nows. Tho naw 
company formed Jointly by Dansoft and CST, Thor 

that any border-line sectors is speed and volume. If one 
are excluded. There is no really must have these two 
virtue in getting the count qualities, buy floppy discs, 
high if it is not absolutely but where do you buy a 

international, Iz expecting the Thor XVI In reliable. computer with two discs 
canal sestiunusitnn, ennctapnivell ts qubiecond T enclose a copy of the fromaround 150? 
later in the Soviet Union for sale in Western Europe. very simple program used P.J. Winnall, 

This Ia businesslike talk and the arranging of an for this purpose and hope Sheffield, 
Introductory presentation for the pross and QL 
dealers Is a sign of serious commitment by the 
people concomed. On the other hand, the two days’ 
notice QL World was given of the meeting, and the 
fact that the exhibition model of the Thor arrived at 
the venue two hours late — too late for pictures to 

mpany the report on page 16 — is less encour~ 

1OU ReMack ***A% PORMAT CARTRIDGE tAHn® 
105 REMark Copyright P. J. Winnall 1988 

REMark Runs in bigh or low resolution mode. 

Suaber 'jmds 
INPUT#O, "Cartridge name(including extension) ';nane$ 

150 ad$='adv" & ed§ &'_” 
160 REPeat loop ~ 
(70 FoR j=1 70.5 
180 FORMAT ad names 
190 END FOR j 
200 DIR més & names 
210 CLO: PRINTO, "Reformat y/n * 
220 inpS=1NKENS (#0,-1) 
230 IF inp§='n* OR inp§='N* THEN EXIT Loop 
240 TF inp$@'y! OR inpS<>!Y! THEN j=5: GO TO 180 
250 END REFeat Loop 
260 CLS#0: PRINTIO, "End of Formatting. Re-ron for further 

cartridges. 
270 STOR 

If the venture Is to work, the participants must 
move one stop ahead of the waiting world, not two 
houra behind It. 
‘SOON I shall be looking for users to write reports for 
QL World on Items of hardware they use. We shall 
probably begin with printers. If you would like to 
write about your printer, write to QL World tor 
detalls of what we need, telling us the model and how 
Jong you have had It, 
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T-BASE XVI 

XVI — A multitasking and user configurable Data-Base. Extremely reliable and fast. 
Includes multiple COPY- SEARCH-, PRINTer-, FILE- and CONVERT -Facilities. Very user friendly and 
easy to handle. 

coor |[ A |[ spark ] Leas 
SPARK — The SPRITE designer for you. Create your own 32x32 SPRITES in multiple colours. Includes an 
advanced editor and a set of SBasic extensions for use with your own programs. Easy to handle and to 
understand. 

0003 E __|[_The Publisher ] 
The Publisher — A real Desk Top Publisher for your THOR/QL Computer. includes real NLQ Text 
Pages, a colour page printer driver and a real graphic capabilities. Write for full specifications. 

Fo002 A_][_HIDE and SAVE |L 215 
HIDE and SAVE — A very powerful utility to store up to one M-Byte on a single diskl!! Includes a 
sophisticated editor and a set of SBasic extensions for use with your own programs. Full 
multitasking, 

£0001 A__ || VocabulaTHOR | [215 
VocabulaTHOR — The ultimate tool to heip you to learn a forreign language. Enter your own 
vocabulary or make use of our Vocab DISKs (available separately). Fully multitasing and very user 

M0001 E 
MULTIPLOT — The ultimate tool to plot any 2D or 3D! Mathematical function on 
perspectival view! Includes a Hardcopy Option and lots more 

friendly. 

MULTIPLOT £15 
screen in 

£0003 A_|| Eco-pev-pac | s1s 
ECO-DEV-PAC — Follow the tracks of CHARLES DARWIN and explore the laws of Nature. A Set of 
Graphic Simulations to learn more about our natural enviroment. 

*** Software marked with this sign will be available soon. Please write for details and availability, 

om Cad rae RCE 
ORDER FORM 

‘Please sond me further informations on: 
Send orders to: 

‘ARMIN BREVER vA.GBR 
Postfach 2234 

10-6104 SEEHEIM/JUGEHEIM 
‘Telephone: 06257/7244 
Telex: 4197245 ACILD 

Select SOFTWARE — MEDIA 
Mov — Cartridge 
hin Discette 
S'hin Discette 

tenciose £1 Cheque [IP.0.  (Allow7 Days for Clearance) 

40 1 80 Tracks 
ITranster [1 Cheque Creditto: DRESDNER BANK Darmstadt 

Kio-Nr: 01 77935000 All Computers. 
‘Both Thor PCs 
Ext. QL + Both Thors 
Standard QL 

QL-GOLD Card Holders: Quote your card number and deduct 
10% when buying any Software Title 

Expanded QL 

Al prices incl. 14% VAT and P&P inside EUROPE. 
For orders from outside EUROPE add Pound § for 
Software and Pound 20 for Hardware. Pound 
Prices are EXPORT Prices! Prices in DM are 
Pound Price x3. Please allow 28 days tor delivery. 

ARMIN BREUER 
DIRK SCHAFER 
ANDREAS BREV 
+ STEPHEN MICHELS 
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T.C.P. 

An Intelligent Business NETWORK / TRANSACTION Controller. Designed to contro! and serve 
multiple applications with 1 THOR XVI base unit. Build professional networks and connect any 
number of terminals and most other PCs. 

0002 E EdiTHOR Leas 
EdiTHOR — The ultimate FONT and ICON designer for you, Create 24x17 ICONs or edit up to 6 (six!) 
characters at once. Includes a SBasic Toolkit for use with your own programs. Many Features eg 
INVERSE, MIRROR, MOVE. . . 

F000 |[_a DiscOVER DM90 
DiscOVER — Make your computer IBM Data compatible. Read and Write In IBM Format. CPM and 
BBC transfer facilities available soon. We've got the exclusive German version! Sorry! It is only 
available for our German customers. 

uo002 A__] Luriiry disc 2 | e10 
UTILITY Disk 2 — A Disk filled with a set of mathematical tools, procedures and functions and a 
small multitasking calculator. Especially designed for the useage In your own programs, Easy to 
understand and to use. 

0001 E von LUTZOW | ae, 
von LUTZOM — Protect a convey of merchantmen on it’s dangerous way through the Northern 
Atlantic. A nautic simulation with coloured animated graphics and multiple screens, (Different 
scenarios available separately) 

T0001 A U-PROM1 i= 
U-PROM 1 — The definitive set of SBasic extensions, Includes over 100 new commands for better 
GRAPHIC-, FILE-SCREEN-, WINDOW-, JOB-, DATA-, MEMORY- Handling. All on EPROM-Card. Write 
for full specifications. 

*“ Software marked with this sign will be available soon, Please write for details and availability. 

‘aM re Pac ORDER FORM =f 
Please send mo further informations on 

Send orders to: 
ARMIN BREVER vA. GBR 

Postfach 2234 
0.6104 SEEHEIM/JUGEHEIM 

Telephone: 06257/7244 
x: 4197245 ACILD 

Select SOFTWARE = MEDIA 
Mov— Cartridge hin Diseette lenclose (1 Cheque [P.0. (Allow? Days tor Clearance) 
Bikin Discette 
40 0) 80 Tracks 

'Transfer [Cheque Creditto: DRESDNER BANK Darmstadt 
BLZ, 808 800 50 

All Computers KtoeNr 01779.85000 
Both Thor PCs QL-GOLD Card Holders: Quote your card number and deduct 
Ext. QL + Both Thors 10% when buying any Software Title 
Standard OL 
Expanded QL 

All prices incl. 14% VAT and P&P inside EUROPE ARMIN BREUER 
For orders from outside EUROPE add Pound 6 for DIRK SCHAFER 
Software and Pound 20 for Hardware. Pound 
Prices are EXPORT Prices! Prices in DM are ANDREAS BREV 
Pound Price x3, Please allow 28 days for delivery. + STEPHEN MICHELS 
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F0003 A FLASHCOPY 

FLASHCOPY — If you like to have a cup of tea while your coputer copies files, than we've got a bad 
message for you. If you buy FLASHCOPY you won't have time for this any more. Fully multitasking 
and extremely fast. 

£0002 A Vocab DISIC 1EG £8 
Vocab DISK 1EG — 10 sets of English/German vocabulary 50 words each. Plus a free multitasking 
Dictionary prog. Only the first of others to follow. (Other languages are soon available — write for 
details). 

M0002 A JULIA ]L 15 
JULIA — Discover the beauty of FRACTALS. Reach the Seahorse valley and go further . .. A graphic. 
simulation for a complex mathematical problem. Dedicated to GASTON JULIA (1895 - 1978). 
Multitasking. 

0001 A UTILITY Disc 1 £10 

UTILITY Disk 1 — A Disk filled with a set of very useful tools. Eg.: Standard-Boot-Maker, 
Mini-Data-Base, BEEPer, DiskPLANER, DiskRENAME . . . All programs are multitasking and easy to 
alter/extend for your own use. 

0003 A UTILITY Disc 3 ]L e109 
UTILITY Disk 3 — A_ Disk filled with another set of tools to ease your life. ONE-TO-ONE, 
ScreenDUMP, WindowEXPLORE, SystemMONITOR, Replace, FindFILE, DirCATALOGUE, CONVERT. 
Fully multitasking and easy to alter/extend. 

A0002 E ULF ve 
ULF — Imagine you are a little alien and you are stuck on earth. Explore the “wonders” and dangers 
of human-civilisation. An adventure with superb animated graphics. Uses the MATRONICS “QTALK” 
— Speech synthesizer 

M0003 A CaiculaTHOR ] bi 

CaculaTHOR — A professional scientific calculator, Fully multitasking, Options include: SIN, TAN, 
ARC, BIN, COSIN, COTAN, DEC, HEX, RAD, RND, SORT, ABS, PERCENT, 10 MEMORY-CELLs ... A 
must for the professional user. 

ORDER FORM a! a es 
Please send im 

Sond orders to: 
‘ARMIN BREVER vA. GBR 

Postlach 2234 
0-6104 SEEHEIM/JUGEHEIM 

Telephone: 06257/7244 
4197245 ACILD 

Select SOFTWARE = MEDIA 
Mov—Cartrid, Shin biscetle enclose 1 Cheque FIP.0.  (Allow7 Days for Clearance) 
S'hin Discette 
40 C1 80 Tracks 

‘Transfer (1 Cheque Credit to DRESDNER BANK Darmstadt 
BLZ.: ‘508 800 50 
Kto-Nes 01779 850 00 All Computers 

Both Thor PCs OL-GOLD Card Holders: Quote your card number and deduct Ext QL + Both Thors 10% when buying any Software Title Standard QL 
Expanded QL 

All prices incl, 14% VAT and P&P inside EUROPE. ARMIN BREUER 
For orders from outside EUROPE add Pound 5 tor DIRK SCHAFER 
Software and Pound 20 for Hardware. Pound 
Prices are EXPORT Prices! Prices in DM are ANDREAS BREV 
Pound Price x3. Please allow 28 days for delivery. + STEPHEN MICHELS 
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CST THOR XVI W: Workstation 

CST THOR XVI F: 1 DiscDrive 

CST THOR XVI FF: 2 DiscDrives 

CST THOR XVI F20: 1 Disc/20 MB Win 

CST THOR XVI FF20: 2 Disc/20 MB Win 

CST THOR XVI F40: 1 Disc/40 MB Win 

CST THOR XVI FF40: 2 Disc/40 MB Win 

CST THOR XVI F-SET, M-Mon. + Printer 

CST THOR XVI 3 Button Mouse 

CST THOR XVI 0.5 MB Ram Expansion 

DM 2300 CST THOR XVI Joystick Adaptor (available soon) 

DM 2650 QL/THOR TRADE IN (write for details) 

DM 3000 PHILIPS: Colour Monitor DM 950 

pm5100 [_P000s ] PHILIPS: Monochrome Monitor DM 350 
pmMs5450 [P0006 ] — STARLC-10 Mono: 9 Pin Printer DM 700 
DM 7200 STAR LC-10 Colour: 9 Pin Printer DM 800 

DM 7550 STATIC-RAM/EPROM BOARD (available soon) 

DM 3500 10 SingleSided Discs DD: unbranded £12 

DM 225 10 DoubleSided Discs DD: unbranded £15 

DM 550 you want more? Write for full product catalogue 

ar Card rut 
ORDER FORM 

Please send me further Informations on: 
Send orders to: 

ARMIN BREVER vA. GBR 
Postfach 

0-6104 SEEHEIM/JUGEHEIM 
‘Telephone: 06257/7244 
‘Telex: 4197245 ACIL D 

Select SOFTWARE — MEDIA 
Mov —Cartridge & 3'hin Discetle enclose [1 Cheque CPO,  (Allow7 Days {or Clearance) o 

o 
OD  Siin Discette 
C400 80 Tracks 

'Transter Cl Cheque Creditto: DRESDNER BANK Darmstadt 
Biz: us 508 800 50 

All Computers, Kto-Ne: 0177985000 
Both Thor PCs ‘QL-GOLD Card Holders: Quote your card number and deduct 
Ext QL + Both Thors 10% when buying any Software Title Standard QL. 
Expanded QL 

All prices incl, 14% VAT and P&P inside EUROPE, ARMIN BREUER 
For orders fram outside EUROPE add Pound 5 for DIRK SCHAFER 
Software and Pound 20 for Hardware. Pound 
Prices are EXPORT Prices! Prices in DM are ANDREAS BREV 
Pound Price x3. Please allow 28 days for delivery. + STEPHEN MICHELS 
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THORNADO-SYSTEMS-CLUB — The international Support Club for CST 

Thor and SINCLAIR QL Users. A Club of Users for Users * Regular 

NEWSLETTERS +x Several SPECIAL ACTIONS eg. DIY-HARDWARE 

yr Free UTILITY Discs x Special PRICES on our products eg. 20% on 

Software vx PUBLIC-DOMAIN-SOFTWARE Library * Central SECOND- 

HAND-HARDWARE Register xx Regular MEETINGS (in GERMANY) 
PLUS, PLUS, PLUS... 

Send an A5-SAE for full INFORMATION and CLUB-STATUTES. 

Chozus 

THORUS — THOR XVI Business Users Support. A professional support 

for a professional Personal Computer. An advanced Technical support 

and service for Hardware and our special Business Software. 

(Sorry! THORUS is, at the moment, only available for our German 
customers.) Please write for details. 

*** Software marked with this sign will be available soon, Please write for details and availability. 

ORDER FORM 
1 further informations on: 

‘Sond ordors to: 
‘ARMIN BREVER vA. GBR 

oto seznein faucenen 

x 

Select SOFTWARE — MEDIA 

tenclose 1 Cheque [1P.0.  (Allow7 Days for Clearance) 
jini 

40" 80 Tracks 'Transfer [1 Cheque Creditto: DRESDNER BANK Darmatadt 
———_—— 308 800 50 

All Computers Keo bead 
Both thor Ps QL-GOLD Card Holders: Quote your eard number and deduct 
Exl.QL + Both Thors 10% when buying any Soltware Title 
Standard QL 
Expanded QL 

Aces nl os Way enarap mae eunors. | | ARMIN BREUER Pa Seca rite tg 
Prices are EXPORT Prices! Prices in DM are ANDREAS BREV 
Pound Price x3. Please allow 28 days for delivery, + STEPHEN MICHELS 
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ince the QL launch in 1984 I 
have written more than 200 
toolkit routines and spent a 
good deal of time dis 
sembling and testing other 

people's code. In the process I have 
found the same few mistakes occur- 
ring time and again, which is why I 
have compiled a list of the 10 
commonest errors in QL toolkit code, 

‘This article deals with minor de- 
tails, the things which make the 
difference between programs which 
work and programs which do not, If 
you have been reading DIY Toolkit 
for a time it should all make sense, 
especially if you have tried writing 
your own toolkit commands, Writing 
is easy; getting code to work is much 
more difficult. This article is an 
attempt to redress the balance. 
You may find it useful to check 

your programs against this list. Many 
of the bugs are subtle and cause 
intermittent faults you may miss un- 
less you check specifically for them. T 
discovered most of the mistakes 
listed when investigating the behav- 
iour of published QL programs and 
commercial toolkits. I have tried to 
concentrate on problems which are 
difficult to spot and exceptional to the 
QL. I would be interested to hear of 
other QL quirks which readers find 
tricky. 

‘The bugs tested in the following 
section are divided into three groups 
—addressing bugs which concern the 
way memory is accessed; coding bugs 
which stem from the way code is 
written; and stack bugs which can 
occur inside resident functions. 

This month 
Simon 
Goodwin 
covers the 
commonest 
errors in QL 
Toolkit Code 

‘The classic QL bug is probably the 
odd address error. It is easiest to 
recognise when running SuperBasic 
at the same time as a faulty task, 
perhaps one which has been only 
partly copied. 
Suddenly the cursor blinks un- 

evenly; stripes of ‘noise’ appear on a 
TV display, usually a sign that the QL. 
is ina tight loop in internal memory; 
and characters you type appear in fits 
and starts. This usually means an 
address error has occurred. 

Strange rule 
If you try to store a two- or four- 

byte value in memory the QL will let 
you put it at only an even memory 
address. This rule seems strange if 
you are used to programming an 
older 8-bit processor, like the Z-80 or 
6502, because they let you put words 
atany address, odd or even. 

"The QL 68008 processor is still 8-bit; 
in other words, it writes 16-bit words 
in two halves but it is fussy because it 
is designed to be upwards-compatible 
with the faster 68000 used in the Thor 
XVI, Atari ST, Amiga and Apple 
Macintosh, which writes 16 bits at a 
time. 

‘The 68000 stores both bytes of a 
word at the same time, The most 
significant eight bits of a word — the 
first digits when you write the value 
on paper — are always stored at an 
even byte address. The least signifi- 
cant bits are stored at the next odd 
address. 
The QL enforces the same rule, 

even though its 68008 chip addresses 

bytes of memory individually rather 
than in pairs, The rule ensures that 
QL programs still work if you up- 
grade ta a 16-bit chip, otherwise it 
might be impossible to run QL 
og on the 16-bit Thor XVI Super 

Not practical 
The processor can detect attempts. 

to store a word, or a 32-bit long word, 
at an odd address. When that happens 
an ‘address error’ exception occurs 
and the processor jumps to a fixed 
location, normally in the QL ROM. 
The system tries to ignore the 
offending instruction and continue. 
This is not usually a very practical 
way to handle the problem but some- 
times it is sufficient to enable you to 
recover from the error. 

If an address error occurs in a task 
the machine will not crash but it 
becomes difficult to enter further 
commands. You may have met this 
situation in your experiments with 
EXEC, As usual, the processor shares 
its time between reading SuperBasic 
commands and running the task but 
an address error in a task means the 
QL keeps executing the same 
instruction over and over again and 
that disturbs multi-tasking. You must 

Addresses are placed in the QL 
memory, referred to by number, 
Addresses start at 0 and continue to 
1,048,675; one byte is stored at each 
address. Some address ranges are 
unused on most systems. 

Buffers are areas of memory used 
when reading, writing and editing 
data. 

Bugs are the observed consequences 
of inadequate software design. 

Bytes are basic units of computer 
memory, Each byte can store one 
character or a number between 0 and 
255. One byte is made up of eight bits, 
each of which can store the value 
“TRUE’ or ‘FALSE’ independently. 

Machine code is the fast, pedantic 
programming language recognised 
by the processor chip in a computer. 

Qdos is the name of the QL operating 
system, the program which runs as 

_—— eee eel 
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Ba 
remove the task with the address 
error init to regain full control, 
Even if your programs never suffer 

from address errors it is easy to 
demonstrate the problem by taking 
advantage of a feature of the EXEC 
command which I should really have 
‘included in my QL ROM bug lists. 
When EXEC loads a task it allocates 
two areas of memory — code space to 

DIY Toolkit. 
Jeffrey failed to make sure that the 

address used when reading and 
writing strings was even, although he 
kept a word length value at the start 
of each string. To fix this bug, add 
these lines after lines 31 and 56 of the 
listing on page 42 of the August 1987 
uQL World 

know it expects; other users may not 
know the things you take for granted. 
Machine code monitors, like Tony 

‘Tebby's excellent QMON, contain 
facilities to trap faults like address 
errors. When such an error occurs 
QMON stops the task, prints a 
message and waits for you to fix the 
problem by examining and editing 

store the ‘code’ from the file — and vor AL 3 corral Tacheck aiidregs 
sata space, initially an empty area BEQS EVEN vor fitoeee 
used to store values computed by the 7 15 4 
code. Every task file has adata space Neve #15,D0 }BAD PARAMETER error 
which you can check and change 
using my routines in the February 
QL World, 

Dummy words 
If the data space of a task is an odd 

number the QL ROM routine which 
makes space for tasks fails, giving an 
address error when it tries to put 
dummy words at the end of the task 
data area. You can try this by using 
the DIY Toolkit routine SetHEAD to 
give a task an odd dataspace and then 
loading the task. The bug is present in 
all QL ROMs 
You can also run into odd address 

errors if you are careless when using 
Marcus Jeffrey's string PEEK and 
POKE routines from the first series of 

EVEN. 
Many QL ROM routines expect you 

to supply the address of a data table 
or a string; if the data starts with a 
word value you must make sure it is 
at an even address, because the QL 
ROM probably will not check this for 
you. You should always check that 
values, or offsets, supplied by the 
user ate even before you use them to 
address words in memory. The check 
is fast and simple but without it the 
simplest typing mistake could stop 
your task or toolkit in its tracks. 

It is important to make sure that 
you try a few odd values when testing 
routines to make sure they handle 
them properly. It is not sufficient to 
test a program with the values you 

INDEX OF TERMS 
soon as you turn on the computer. 
The name is derived from QL Disc 
Operating System, even though the 
standard QL has no discs. Many 
computer operating systems have 
names ending with DOS, The most 
common are MS-DOS and PC-DOS for 
IBM micros but in the last decade I 
have seen AmigaDOS, AMS-DOS, 
DOS, DOS-PLUS, LDOS, MULTI-DOS, 
NEW-DOS, SDOS and TRS-DOS. 

Sinclair probably chose the name 
Qdos because it is a pun on kudos, the 
Greek word for glory. The word 
kudos was fashionable when ancient 
Greek literature was in vogue and 
vemains trendy among the highbraws 
of Cambridge. 

Resident procedures are the com- 
mands you can enter at your QL 
keyboard when using SuperBasic. In 
this series we explain how you can 
add new functions and commands to 
the QL repertoire. 

A Stack is an area of memory where 
values can be stored; the memory is 
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accessed in such a way that the last 
value put into the area is the first one 
you can take out; the first value 
stored cannot be retrieved until all 
values stored after it have been 
removed. You can think of it like a 
stack of plates, 

Stacks in QL memory normally 
start at high addresses and grow 
towards lower addresses as values 
are stored. Luckily there is no con- 
cept of gravity insidea QL. 

System Variables are areas of 
memory containing details of what 
the computer is doing and where it 
keeps other data. The standard QL. 
has two sets of system variables — 
Qdos system variables concerned 
with tasks and devices and 
SuperBasic system variables con- 
cerned with commands and the 
current Basic program, 
SuperBasic system variables 

record things like the last program 
line number encountered 
(BV.LINUM); the address of the pro- 

the code. This is often easier said 
than done but at least the monitor lets 
you know what has happened and 
tells you where to look, 
QL programmers are often tempted 

to assume that addresses used by the 
operating system are fixed. Some 
people use PEEK(163979) to check the 
code of the last key pressed. ‘That 
reads the system variable 
SV.ARBUF, which is stored as. the 
oth byte in the QL system variables 
area, 

Normally system variables are 
stored! from address 163840 onwards, 
so the PEEK works Q. 
but the Qdos specification 
says that the variables 

gram (BV.PFBAS); the address of 
variable values (BV.VVBAS); and so 
on. All addresses are offsets from the 
start of the Basic system variables, 
normally held in register A6. The 
whole Basic area can be moved round 
memory; so long as the value of A6 
reflects the new start address all the 
address offsets can stay the same. 

Qdos system variables record 
things like the first address of unused 
memory (SV.FREE); the address of 
the table of addresses of tasks 
(SV.JBBAS), whether or not BEEP is 
making a noise (SV.SOUND); and 
other information about the facilities 
the computer provides for the user. 
Addresses among the Qdos system 
variables are absolute rather than 
offsets, as they refer, in general, to 
things’ which do not move round 
memory. 

There is a full table of system 
variable names and offsets in Andy 
Pennell’s highly-recommended 
Sinclair Qdos Companion, which is 
published by Sunshine Books and 
unfortunately is out of print now. 



— 

can be anywhere in memory, de- 
pending on the system. 

Your programs may not work on 
new Qdos systems if they assume that 
the variables are at 163840, without 
asking, The Thor 20 aud Thor 16 
computers move the variables into 
faster memory, so programs which 
access the system variables will not 
runona Thor unless they call Qdos to 
find the new location of the variables. 
The Qdos routine MT.INF puts the 
address of any machine system 
variables in register AO. 
Eyen worse, some programs use 

PEEKs and POKEs to access infor- 
mation in the @L channel tables. In 
the early days of the QL I often found 
code which changed the character set 
ina particular window by POKEing a 
new font address, The programmers 
worked out the correct place to POKE 
by experiment and then built the 
value into the program. 

Dangerous 
‘This kind of trial and error is very 

dangerous on a multi-tasking, 
redefinable machine like the QL. 
When you turn on a QL it checks the 
amount of memory fitted and builds 
tables to keep track of file buffers, 
tasks and channel details. The data 
locations vary as channels are 
opened and closed and when window 
management utilities like QRAM 
take charge. 

The result is that you cannot 
assume that anything in a QL system 
has a fixed address. You must use the 
operating system to find things for 
you; after all, that is what large 
amounts of it are for, 
‘If you want to change the details of 

a window you should use the correct 
system call, giving Qdos a channel 
identifier and letting it work out 
where the window details are stored. 
SD,.FOUNT lets you set the address of 
the font in a way which will work 
regardless of the configuration of the 
computer running the program. 
The QL operating system Qdos 

makes special use of two address 
registers and it is easy to be caught if 
you forget what the system thinks 
you are doing. The significance of 
registers A6 and A7 varies, depending 
on the context of the code using them. 
Single instructions like TRAP or 
AND.W #59551,SR can change the 
value of these registers and when 
there are two conventional meanings 
for each value it is easy to assume 
that they have the meaning you want 
when in fact they do not. The 
machine is normally in supervisor 
mode when in system routines like 
device drivers and other code ac- 
cessed via TRAP instructions. At that 

time A6 contains the address of the 
start of the Qdos system variables. 
When in user mode — in task code 

like the SuperBasic interpreter 
rather than operating system code — 
AG normally contains the start 
address of Basic system variables 
when in user mode. This address can 
change at any time, as other tasks ask 
for memory, but the Basic system 
variables move with it so it is always 
avalid address, 
You can still find the Qdos 

variables when in user mode by 
calling MTINF, This leaves 6 

“This kind of trial 
and error is very 
dangerous ona 
multitasking, 
redefinable 
machine like the 
QL.” 

unchanged but puts the address of 
the system variables in AO. Do not 
call MT.INF and use Qdos offsets on 
AG. 

Stack TRAP 
‘Tomake things even more difficult, 

there are two registers called A7 
inside the QL. Much like A6, one is 
used in system code, the Supervisor 
Stack pointer, and one in tasks, the 
User Stack’ pointer. They are 
swapped whenever the 68008 finds a 
'PRAP, error or external interrupt 
signal. They swap back when 
instructions like RTE or AND.W # 
55561,SR are executed. This means 
you ‘cannot pass parameters by 
storing them on the stack if you are 
calling a routine with a TRAP. 
Some data addresses, particularly 

areas of memory used by SuperBasic, 
may change at any time. SuperBasic 

data — the program, variables, stacks 
and tables — can move without 
warning between any one instruction 
and the next. Machine code can still 
access data by using offsets inside the 
SuperBasic ‘area; wherever Basic 
happens to be inside routines it uses, 
AG points to the start of the Basic 
area. Addresses held in fhat area 
must be offsets from the yalue in A6, 
so that they are still valid if Basic is 
moved. 

Tf you forget this you can run into 
two problems, The first is when you 
treat an offset as an address. To find 
the length of the first procedure name 
known to Basic you must use: 

MOVE.L BV.NLBAS(A6) ,AO 
MOVE.B O(AO,A6.L) ,.DO 

Ifyou entered mistakenly; 

MOVE.L BY.NLBAS(A8) ,AO 
MOVE.B (AO) ,DO 

you would almost certainly miss 
Basie completely, because the second 
line forgets that AG is part of the 
address, 

‘A more difficult problem occurs if 
you are tempted to add AG to the 
offset, to use faster or more flexible 
instructions, To add the codes of 10 
bytes inside the SuperBasic area, 
advancing from the offset in AS you 
must write: 

#102,D1 
40,02 
0(A6,A5),D2 

ADDQ.L #1,A5 
D1,LOOP 

LOOP 

‘The double index in that loop makes 
it about half the speed of this code, 
which adds A6 to the offset once and 
for all: 

ADD.L 
MOVEQ 
MOVEQ 
ADD.B 
DBRA 

AB,AB 
#104,DL 
H0,D2 
(A5)+,D2 
Di, LOOP 

LOOP 

Unfortunately the second version 
will not work reliably, because the 
value of A6 may change at any time 
when another task interrupts Basic. 
If the value changed during those 
ADD instructions they would read 
incorrect bytes and all kinds of 
unpredictable errors could occur, 
Sooner or later this code would crash 
your QL, although it might seem to. 
work for a time. 
Simon Goodwin will continue this 

article in the September edition of QL 
World. 

————————————————————————— XX 
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Andreas Budde 
HiigelstraBe 10-12 

4800 Bielefeld 1 

Telefon 0521/ 890381 
Telex 932 974 budde d 

Telefax 0521/160400 

The Giga Soft IBM-Keybord Interface 
-the IBM keyboard-Interface is conected to the 
QL ROM-Port. But the user does not lose the 
possibility to use additional Roms, because of a 
ROM-socket on the Keyboard interface. 
- with the IBM Keyboard Interface it is possible 
to use any IBM or compatibel PC/ XT Keybord. 
- with the IBM Keyboard Interface the user will 
have twice the input speed of the orignal key- 
bord! 
- the IBM keyboard Interface is fully “keyrow” NUM LOCK wgeks the sae of te NO NOMLOCK LED, 
‘compatible | 

‘sat of fine (in editors only) 

Tis const, ison of he ramet pad Bs NUMLOCK on, hen types 
characters shown at the keys, otherwi 
CURSOR CONTROL 

1o start of line (in editors only) 
Cursor to end of line (in editors only) 
UP Scroll up one page (in editors only) 

8 
‘Level 7 interrupt (CTRL ALT 7 at the QL) 
Si 
RESET 

The Giga Soft MEGA-RAM 
Thanks fo the MEGA-RAM Card it is now possible to use more than 640kb on the QL Computer, MEGA 
- RAM is Board that replaces the orginal 68008 CPU and can handle up to 3 MB. The new CPU on the MEGA- 
RAM Card is fully compatibel to the 68008 CPU. The command. “ramex” makes the additional memory 
available for use - the normal RAM up to 640kb can then be used as a RAM Disk, Up to 2MB it is possible 
to use the orginal QL case. For the 3MB Version a new case is required. 

JL memory map with 640kb RAM 

512kb fal 

QL memory map with the Giga Soft MEGA -RAM 

S12kb 1 MByte 

‘The Giga Soft IBM-Keyboard Interface 
‘The Giga Soft MEGA-RAM 1 MB 
2or3MB 

Name and adress 

‘Cheque, credit transfer to Postgirokonto Dortmund Nr, 90283-469 
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Thor goes East 
he Thor, which 
originally was an 
alternative, 
improved version 
of the QL, has 

been with us for some time. 
In spite of that, apart from 
regular users of the com- 
puter from Cambridge 
Systems Technology, 
nobody seems to know 
much about it. Only a few 
days ago I was talking to a 

Simon 

Goodwin takes 

us ona guided 

tour of the 27th 

ZX Microfair 

at the Royal 

Horticultural 

Hall in 

London... 

ZX MICROFAIR 

‘The QL family of computers 
made a strong showing at 
the ZX Microfair, in 
London. 
Thames. The sunny 
weather and Nelson 
Mandela’s birthday cele- 
brations kept the crowds 
down, except at the start of 
the day, but the show was 
still busy until late after- 
noon. 

Microfaits are a Sinclair 
tradition — a cross between 
a car boot sale and a com- 
puter show, where third- 
party hardware and 
software suppliers can pile 
trestle tables with old stock, 
meet their customers: and 
launch new products to 

friend and in discussing the 
Thor we agreed that we 
‘were at a loss to understand 
why CST is not making a 
better show of promoting it. 

Powerful machine 

It is potentially a very 
powerful machine. I am not 

enthusiastic visitors. 
Microfaits are also a good 

source of rare and 
minority-interest products 

adapters, cables, 
utilities, business programs 
and educational software. 
There is a keen trade in 
second-hand items, so itis a 
good place to go if you have 
just upgraded and want to 
sell your old equipment or 
you are looking for a 

company is not doing much 
to bring it to the attention of 

all potential users. I have 
learned that all this may 
change in the near future. 

CST and Dansoft have ad- 
venturous plans for the 
computer which derives its 
name from one of the senior 
gods in Scandinavian my- 

sure whether I would not thology. 
opt for the Thor in pre- CST has joined forces 
ference to a PC but the with Dansoft, a Danish 

Unsold stocks of its 64K, 
128K and 256K memory 
boards reached the 
Microfair at bargain prices; 
£5 for a 64K board, £10 and 
£20 respectively for the 
larger sizes in metal boxes, 
all ready to plug into the 
endofa QL. 

Microfairs have a repu- 
tation for this kind of 
bargain but they are also 
good places to see the latest 

bargain. products and compare 
The show covers all the advice from several 

Sinclair computers, sources. Of course, QL 
including the ZX range and 
2-88, but 25 of the 70 firms at 
the fair were QL specialists. 
You could buy virtually all 
the well-known QL pro- 
grams and add-ons and a 
few obscureitems as well. 
New QLs started the day 

selling at £80, with second- 
hand systems for £60. These 
sold out quickly and prices 
rose to £100 by the end of 
the fair. The bargain of the 
show for many users with 
unexpanded QLs was a 
flood of ultra-cheap 
memory-expansion units, 

In 1984, when the QL was 
first announced, one of the 
leading companies adver- 
tising hardware add-ons 
Was Quest. It paid the price 
of its early start and was 
driven out of the market by 
other suppliers which 
produced smaller, simpler 
disc systems and memory 
units. 

World had a stand, as did 
the user groups Quanta and 
QL-SUB, 

W THOR ARRIVES 

The new CST Thor XVIs 
seemed to be everywhere, 
running stalwarts of the QL 
software scene like 
wSuperToolkit, Text 87, 
Speedscreen and One Per 
Desk Xchange — a vast 
improvement on the QL 
Psion packages. Compati- 
bility seemed, if anything, 
rather better than the Thor 
1 and the true 68000 pro- 
cessor makes the machine 
stunningly fast. 

At last the Thor XVI is 
attracting up interest out- 
side the converted com- 
munity of QL enthusiasts — 
vital, because is the future 
of the QL and a guarantee 

In this report, Leslie Fahidy tells of the major improvements to the Thor, 
and of plans to take it as far as the Soviet Union. 

software house of high 
reputation, and formed 
Thor International, with a 
50 percent interest from 
both participating com- 
panies, for the purpose of 
creating a new image for 
the Thor and to promote its 
sale internationally as a 
serious business computer. 
Hellmouth Stuven of 

Dansoft and Julian Grisley 
and David Oliver of CST 

of new software, The 
official launch took place 
two days after the 
Microfair, in the more 
salubrious surroundings of 
the Danish Embassy in 
London. 

QDOS ON THE ST 

The Thor XVI was not the 
only QL clone on show. 
Strong Computer Systems 
had a prototype Atari ST 
QL emulator on display, 
having wrested it from the 
clutch of ex-Sinelair 
designer Tony Tebby and 
GOL World wordsmith Ron 
Massey. 
The emulator was 

developed by Scandinavian, 
software house Futura 
Datasenter — despite the 
name a firm unconnected 
with the Sandy aborted 
Super-QL, The QL emulator 
uses a collection of QL parts 
inside an Atari Mega ST 
box, limiting display speed 
and future supplies. but 
ensuring high compati- 
bility. 

‘The ST/QL emulator uses 
the QL Qos operating 
system, with minor tweaks 
to fit the ST hardware. 
Strong circumvent copy- 
right problems, by supply- 
ing the emulator with a 
patch dise. If you to take a 
copy of your own QL ROM, 

a _— 
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have outlined their ambi- 
tious plan for a series of 
new Thor computers. The 
Thor XVI series will be 
available in different con- 
figurations. The basic 
model will have double 
720KB floppy drives, with 
memory which can be ex- 
panded internally to 6.5MB. 

Fluctuating prices 

A hard dise may be added 
with either 20 or 40MB of 
storage. Because of fluctu- 
ating component prices 

they were unable to give 
prices for the different 
models but it is envisaged 
that the basic model will 
sell at £989 including VAT 

then use the patch dise to 
-conyert it for the ST, That 
way Strong avoid is the 
attention of Amstrad pro- 
tecting. the intellectual 
property they bought from 
Sinclair but stubbornly 
refuses to nse. 
Strong claims that the 

emulator runs QL software 
marginally faster than a 
Thor XVT; it is also a little 
cheaper, although it lacks 
the Thor bundled software. 
Prices start at £750 for a 
complete system with about 
800K of free RAM. Tasks 
run two: fo three times 
faster than on a QL and can 
communicate directly with 
the ST disc, Midi and 
printer port. The prototype. 
tended to erash 
tnexpectedly but when it 
worked it worked very well. 

DY PROTOTYPES 

Sandy had a prototype 
version of its Megaboard — 
a kind of 
SuperDuperQboard, with. 
ail the features of its 
Super@board, plus 4 20 or 
30 MB ‘winchester’ fixed 
disc, a full IMB of RAM, 
battery-backed clock, 
mouse interface and ROM 
“Speedscreen, Amazingly, 
the board is only one 
centimetre longer than the 
SuperQboard and uses 

but excluding monitor. The 
monitor is likely to be fairly 
expensive. 
The operating system is 

an entirely re-written ver- 
sion, with many en- 
hancements, of Qdos, pro- 
viding upwards com- 
patability with QL soft- 
ware, The reverse is not 
true; Thor software may 
not run on the QL. As a 
matter of interest 
and to illustrate 
the increased 
ability of the new 
operating system 
Argos, Qdos is 
contained in 48KB of 
ROM; Argos occupies 
128KB. The Thor 
XVI is based on 
the 8MHz 

fewer components than the system is Q-PAC 1. This _If you ask it to show 
Quest 64K RAM. The price collection of pop-up utilities September 1752-it prints a 
of the Megaboard will de- arrived at the show at a month of 19 days. After the 
pend on the trade price of special fair price of £19.95— second of that mouth people 
Winchester drives when by thetime youread thisit in England and Wales 
Tony Tebby finishes the will have risen by £10. switched from the Julian 
ROM software but should @-PAC 1 extends the calendar, invented by 
be near £600. desk-top metaphor of Julius Caesar, to Pope 
One of Sandy associate QRAM with a set of desk Gregory's revised calendar, 

companies, Power Com- accessories you can call up which was 11 days ahead. 
puting, was showing a at any time while using the QJump cannot be faulted 
prototype ofa plug-in board computer. There is yet forattentionto detail, 
which promises to run QL another QL clock test, with ‘The other goodie in Q- 
software on any IBM- an alarm, which pops PAC 1 is a very precise 
compatible computer. The messages on to yourscreen calculator. The pap-up four- board holds a 68010 pro- when time's up, and a function calculator works 
cessor, with space for2or4 system monitor which much like the one supplied 
MB of RAM and the option shows graphically how with Taskmaster, but uses 
to replace the processor tasks are sharing the its own maths package, 
with a S2-bit 68020 or an memoryinyoursystem. capable of multiplying 20 
Tnmos transputer. The first The typewriter option digit numbers or values 
versions will work as sounds trivial but may be accurately with a four-digit 
powerful network con- convenient when you are decimal exponent. Eyen 
trollers, using the OS/9 addressing envelopes. or astronomers should be 
operating system, but later adding footnotes to pre- happy with this resolution. 
models should feature SMS- printed text. As the name _Q-PTR has a comprehen- 
2, the Qdos-compatible implies, it works like a sive configuration program 
operating system Tony correcting typewriter, let- and the revised ‘hotkey’ 
‘Tebby developed originally ting you enter and edit interface lets you switch 
forthe Futura project. single lines before sending between tasks with ALT 

them tothe printer, and a digit, just like the 
The documentation QRAM rival, ‘Taskmaster. 

UME DPAE points out that thecalendar As T left the stand I heard 
lacks ‘salacious illustra- murmurings about QRAM 
tions’, but it is still more 2. 

‘Tebby’s software house, impressive than you might ‘The 28th ZX Microfair 
QJump, was much in evi- expect, It can work out and will be held in the autumn 
dence at the show, with a displaythecalendarfor any and advertised in advance 
cheery line of staff ready to. month since 9AD and takes in QL World. If you live 
extol the virtues of QRAM, the switch from Julian to withinreach of London and 
SuperToolkit, and other Gregorian dates in its can spare a Saturday you 
QJump classics, The latest stride, so long as you are can be sure it will be a treat 
addition to the range ofadd- dealing with the history of for Sinclair and QL enthu- 
ons for the @-Pointer Englandor Wales. siasts. 
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Motorola 68000. pro- 
cessor but plans are 
included to upgrade it to the 
68020 and, possibly, 
improved versions of that 
chip. 

Perestroika 

‘The ideas of glasnost and 
perestroika seem to have 
penetrated the computer 
market and as a result the 
venture will have certain 
common elements with the 
Soviet Union, The agree- 
ments have not yet been 
finalised but the company 
appears to be on target for 
signing a preliminary 
agreement. 

Initially, production of 
the Thor will be under- 
taken by A.B. Electronics in 
South Wales and the target 
is to reach a production 
figure of 600 units per 
month. That arrangement 
will be gradually phased- 
out and production will be 
transferred to the Soviet 
Union, from where the 
‘Thor will be re-exported to 
Western European 

markets, Dansoft and CST 
say there will be no prob- 
Jems with respect to export 
licences; they state that the 
68000-based machines have 
already been cleared for 
export to Eastern Bloc 
countries. They hope 
clearance will arrive in 
time for the 68020 version, 

Another potential source 
of difficulty is the likely 
reaction of Amstrad. Thor 
International does not 
expect any serious prob- 
lems since it claims that not 
a line of code of the original 
Psion design is incorpo- 
rated in the machine; Argos 
is recognisably different 
from Qdos. Amstrad, 

however, is not likely to 
give up easily on the pros- 
pect of capturing a vast 
market in the East. 

‘The Soviet market is not 
the only new proposition 
from Thor International. 
The aim is to make the 
machine truly inter- 
national. There are plans to 
release versions specially 
tailored to all the major 
European languages, 
including Russian. The 
foreign language adapta- 
tions will involve changing 
the keyboard and the 
character set, as well as the 
prompts and screen 
messages. The makers aim 
to fit it to various software 
markets; one of them, the 
Ritzaus News Distribution 
Service, is already well- 
established in Denmark. 

Sufficient support 

‘The Soviet co-operation is 
interesting but probably 
not crucial to the success of 
the Thor. The reaction from 
Amstrad is. Another 
important factor will be the 

support offered by software 
developers. Dansoft, haw- 
ever, will be able to give 
sufficient software support 
to the project, at least 
initially. 
The appearance of the 

Thor XVI may well have a 
secondary effect on the QL. 
One of the factors which 
prevents a number of 
business users acquiring 
the QL is the lack of up- 
grading. Admittedly, 
several Thor models have 
been available previously 
but their existence was 
known mainly to a handful 
of potential users, most of 
whom would be reading 
Sinclair QL World. 
Another factor which 

may have an affect on the 
QL market concerns the 
availability of software. 
Even though software 
written for the Thor XVI 
will not, or may not, run on 
the QL — not even on the 
expanded QL with disc 
drives — either Dansoft or 
another software house is 
likely to undertake the task 
of re-writing some of the 
Thor software for the QL. 

‘COMPUTER CLEANER’ 

Viow 
(where applic) and logon, hardwire tl 
lock ti 

IMB PC file tar 

‘v2i/28 (900 baud & 75/1200 baud)... 

stock control, library booking ete. 

‘costing over £600, 

is 

‘Tried and tested mains fiers. Full spec LCR liters + spike suppression. 
40-80 dB FF cut and 130 joule spike suppression, 
‘way (6a) —€14, 3-way (6a) — 18, 4-way (13a) with ad — e249 
QuaLsoft QL TERMINAL EMULATOR 

'a/VT52/ASCIl multitasking program for electronic mai/PRESTEL, 
‘tc, Phone directories for ALL (yes ALL) madame forthe OL autodial 
‘organiser, Xmadem, butterad fogs to printer, transmit files, 

lable command line, Norwegian/Sweaish of 
- SOLVES ALL THE PROBLEMS WITH PACKAGED 

‘SOFTWARE. Unbutfered modems OK when used with Miracie 
‘modaptor. Compatibie with GRAM/Taskmaster/ Thor. 
QL tarrninal emulator/ 96 pago AS manual (v2.30) mavor.5" disk... 
For use with the QuaLeok terminal emalator:- 

tn deluze communicatieprogramma van Kwalsoft... 
ASTRACOM intelligont modem with toxtstatus messages Hayes 
protocol, paralled printer port (6K butfar). Oparates of 240v AG mains or 
‘8V.0C. Autodialing and many other programmable features, including 
printer longing of RX andlor TX data. BT approved. 

\v2v22/28 (adds 1200/1200 baud ill dupiex & tone dialling). 
'V22 upgrade ta existing V2¥/29 models (to Hayes + tone dialing). €98 
QL TELEPEN BARCODER 
Read and weite ASCH barcodes (text, numbers, etc) for EPSON compatible 
brintacs. Will print ASCII text trom keyboard oF filo, Use for archiving data, 
USA program suppliad for direct Input into Archive programs (v2.28 archive with USR\) function), Barcoder is renavated medal originally 
TELEPEN barcoder and QL program... - 
Soriallaad (std QL 250 plug via ser2 OF 250 socket via ser?) . 

Pricos include vat, postage and packing (in the wk) 
TF SERVICES, 12 Bouverie Place, London W2 1RB 

tel: 01-724 9053 fax: 01-706 237: 
telex: 265451 (ref BTGold 72: MAGS0645) 

transfer to IBM PO) Psion 
jons, EOL 

Belgian 88 

e175 
6274 

prestel: 017249053 

QUANTA 

Membership of the 
ond offers 

» Monthly Newslter( 

+ Foe Hape« * Ronin! sub-gray 
<i nla 

(EIT overseas 

The Independent QL Users Group 

{s by subscription on! 
ilo bli pea on 

t} Je 
» Massive sollware ia =a In « 

* Worl 

* Discounls from most major retailers * 
2 rea Fe i TE cami 

+ Barlayeard- Visa Acress - Mastercard x 

Furlherdaiils from Phil Borman, 15 Grosvenor Crescent, 
Grimsby, South Humberside, DN82 0). Tel472 49860 

For a limited period we have back issues available at 
£3 per half year ~ sorry, offer availoble to members only. 

n 
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~ one near you? * 
& Software problems » 
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THE EDITOR 
SPECIAL EDITOR 

Text handling par excellence 
These are the ultimate file-handling programs for your favourite 
computer. A new concept in hyperspeed information manipulation, 
Editor serves as a word processor, printer driver, database and 
programming environment. You name it, Editor does it. Its logic and 

The supreme 
SuperBASIC 
compiler 
Turbo is compatible with the entire 
syntax of SuperBASIC. Its. 

consistency of approach put Editor in a class of its own. 

y [a 

The complete 

QL speed 
enhancement 
system 

Lightning accelerates the QL’s 
text, graphics, screen and 
mathematical operations by 
mind-blowing factors of up to 14x. 
No technical knowledge or 
programming is required. Simple 
to use, but with many bells and 
whistles - 34 fonts, new nul device, 
user-variable precision, character- 
drain, mode-change suppresion 

The first & only 

intelligent 

disassembler 

for the QL 
—and the finest one we have ever 
seen. Takes all the tedium out of 
working in machine code. 
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4 DIGITAL PRECISION 

An excellent C compiler 
Truly portable, but carefully tailored and optimised to produce fast, 
concise code on the QL. No cash crop conversion this! 

A OGITAL PRECISION 

friendliness, features, tolerance, 
flexibility and fast operation are 
legendary. TURBOcharged 
programs run upto 100x faster 

40) than BASIC ones . TURBO is 
supplied with a general-purpose, 
Two hundred command toolkit. 

oo 

DESKTOP PUBLISHER 
DTP SPECIAL EDITION 

Professional presentation 
These programs provide professional wysiwyg document design with 
features found only on thousand pound programs. Huge number of 
RAM and device resident lo-res and hi-res fonts, continuously 
variable X & Y magnification, full compatibility with Editor, Quill and 
Eye-Q. Both versions require expansion RAM, and Special Edition is 
disk only. This is text for ‘88 not '87! 

fai 

Wiican SUCCESS 
Oo 0 The supreme 

CP/M Code 
Emulation 
System 
Converts the QL into a fully 
compatible CP/M operating 
environment. No ifs, buts or 
almosts. Run thousands of the 
world's favourite programs on your 
QL now! 

acl 

ma 

3D PRECISION 

A dream to use 
Provides every facility for creating and manipulating three dimensional 
objects, at tremendous speed. You have complete control over 
Perspective, magnification and position, and you can create lines, 
surfaces, objects and worlds (collections of objects). 



MEDIA MANAGER 

PROFESSIONAL 
ASTROLOGER 

The best, most comprehensive 
computer astrology system in 
the world, Professional 
Astronomer is a companion 
program of equally high quality 
Super Astrologer is a simple 
astrological program for 
beginners. 
ACT SPECIAL 

EDITION 
The Adventure Creation Too! 
enables the user - who need not 
know how to program — to create 
the most amazing adventures, 
with text, pictures and animation. 
A disk drive is needed. 

TRANSFER 
UTILITY 

Moves stulf from cartridge to 
disk, forever. 

BETTER BASIC 

An expert system to help you 
improve your BASIC programming 

SUPERFORTH 

Quite simply, one of the fastest 
FORTH-83 compilers ever written. 

SPRITE 
GENERATOR 

Moves things about, smoothly, 
quickly, flexibly. 

ULTRAPRINT 
Outputs screens (from Eye-Q 
etc.) to printers (Epson or Oki) 
beautifully. 

Digital Precision's Prize Draw was 
held on 7th June 1988 under the 
supervision of QL World. All winners 
have been directly notified 

Manages and controls disks and cartridges, transfers from/to alien 
formats, recovers corrupt/iost data, makes the coffee. 

For full program specifications 
‘see the July edition of QL World 

11) Turbo BASIC Compilar with Turbo Toolkit 99.95 
2) Desktop Publisher Special Edition 79.95 
12) Professional Astrologer with Astronomer 69.95 
14) Desktop Publisher 59.98 

MICROBRIDGE [Hee re 
P 7) Success CPIM Emulator 40.95 

A generously specified contract '@) The Ecitor Special Edition 49.95 bridge tutor and player, Of 9) Digital ¢ Compiler 39.95 
phenomenal educational and 10 ee ine wise t uperforth Compiler with Reversi y entertainment value! 12) Microbridge 34.95 

13) Eye-0 for Gigamouse 34098 
THE GAME 44) Lightning OL Speed Enhanoement System 29.95 

15) Supercharge Special Edition 29.95 COLLECTION 16) The Editor 2995 
17) Eye-0 Graphics System 2095 
18) Sprite Generator 20.95 Backgammon, Droidzone, 19) Professional Astronomer 2995 Arcadia, Reversi/Othello, 20) 1DIS intelligent Disassembler 24.95 

Blocklands...Super Fun! 24) Super Astrologer 2495 
22) Cartridge Media Manag 2495 
23) Better Basic Expert System 24.95 
24) Utraprint 4995 
25) Super Backgammon 1295 
25) Droidzone Arcade Game 9.95 
27) Blocklands Arcade Adventure 9.95 The classic QL 28) Super Reversi Othello Program 995 . 29) Super Arcadia 995 graphic system fs jamer tty 995 

With all the features you would BD ET] WOE Pea al 
expect. Its superb, silky, SPECIAL DEALS 
precision feel is what makes this When ordering just quote deal letter (A-L). 
program so special. A26648+17 for £179.95 (RRP £209.80) 

B 2.817 for £199.95 (ARP £159.85), 
£28 for £114.95 (RRP £129.90) 
B27 for £9995 (RRP £109.90) SUPERCHARGE {3 for $79.5 (RRP £89.00) 
19 for £12485 (RAP £199.90) 
17618 for £49.05 (ARP £59.00) 

SPECIAL Wet for £124.95 (RAP £139.90) 
11423 for £100.95 (RRP 2124.05) EDITION 6417 for 269.95 (RP £79.90) 
17024 for 244.05 (RRP £40.95) 
1251029 for £80.05 (RAP £52.75) 
‘You ray conic your ow da at aa te. 

# £10 off The Editor (16) and/orACT Special Edition 
(31) if bought with anything else 
£2 of if you buy two progs, £3 off threo eto, 
‘% Buy any five programs, get the cheapest one free, 

Buy any six programs, get the cheapest one free 
and 50% off the next cheapest one. 

IOIIONS, 
ris noling to add 

psa add 5% 

The second—fastest BASIC 
compiler for the QL. 
Non-budget power, budget price 

Mike Lloyd, the expert who reviewed 
‘Speedscraen for QL World, has written to 
Us saying that Lightning ‘is @ stunning 
uti.) have been knocked out by the 
improvements”. Sounds unanimous to us! 
Ce tenn 

Ta: Digital Precision, 222 The Avenue, London E4 9SE EURUC OE ICA MEP Lares) 
Please send me. Name 

TERNS & 

9 For ores from Eur 

F (enclose Gcheque Cicash P.O. CiAccess/Mastercard Ci Visa/Barclaycard 
[tore card NP. 

Do you have 013.5" disks (1 5.25" disks Ci Microdrives only 
T i youhave disks, do'you get (1 720 sectors Ci 1440 sectors 
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TECHNICAL HELPLINE 
Paul Walton examines the versatility of the QL, looking 
at questions on multi-tasking, motor control and 
selective printing. 

RGB and sync 

The RGB output from the 
QL contains RGB, PAL and 
mono video outputs. Figure 
three shows the connec- 
tions to make to the moni- 
tor for monochrome 
signals. The monitor has 
separate vertical and hori- 
zontal sync inputs, both of 
which can be connected to 
pin 4 on the QL. Care Elee- 
tronics may be able to 
supply a suitable lead or 
you can make one yourself 
using the part numbers 
shown taken from the 
Maplin catalogue. 

Miss a page 

D. Shilliam of Ealing! 
Jasks: [ wonder if you know’ 
jof any method which will 
enable me to print 
jalternate pages of a Quil) 
\document?"” 

‘The first step is to print the 
document to a file rather 
than to the printer, So when 
the PRINT command of 
Quill prompts with “to 
printer”, type a file name 
instead. I have assumed 
that your document is page- 
numbered with “page” 
printed in italics before the 
number; that is the default 
DESIGN for Quill docu- 
ments. I have also assumed 
that your printer is a dot 
matrix type and uses the 

Figure 1, 5] 

100 cis 
INPUT “Enter filename ", 
OPEN #5, fins 
DELETE "ndv2_tomp_ait” 
OPEN-NEW #6, “ndv2_t 
REPeat evenodd 
INPUT “Select even or odd 

(0/1: %; wanted 
wanted = 0 OR wanted = 1 

THEN EXIT evenodd 
180 END REPeat evenodd 

Fins 

190 PRINT "At End of File message, 
type” "CLOSED: CLOSE#6" 

200 PRINT "To print file, set up 
printer and type” “COPY MDV2_temp_alt 
To seri" 
210 page = 1 
220 end_of _pages = CHRS(27) a "5" 
230 
240 

RePeat rd_fite 
INPUT #5, 13 

250 IF wanted THEN PRINT #8, 18 
260 IF end_of_pageS INSTR 1% THEN 
270 = wanted = 1 ~ wanted 
260 PRINT page, 
290 page = page + 1 
300 END IF 
310 END REPeot ré_file 

Figure 2. 

Q1,02 = BCI82, BCIO8 oF equivatenc RUA ~ Eleciromll part po. 348-582 (240VAC, 0.5A max) 
‘or Electromall part na, 348-741 (128V, 1.25A taux; coll draws 120mA) 

Figure 3. 

QL RGE PoRT vieToR 

ge OT ER ne 
2. Common ———— 7. Video in 
3 - 8. Horiz syne 
4; Syne ———_____Io5) vert syne 

(FyeLY) cFv7eK) 

escape sequence “27 5” to 
exit italics mode. 
Based on those assump- 

tions, the program at 
figure one will produce a 
file containing alternate 
pages which is ready to be 
copied to the printer. If that 
is not the case you should 
be able to modify the pro- 
gram appropriately. 

‘The program will not de- 
tect the end of the Quill file, 
so it crashes to a halt. For- 
tunately all the work has 
been done by then — a 
heavy landing rather than a 
crash — but you must close 
the two files to complete the 
process, 

ix-volt output 
Ronam Sweeney writes 
from Co, Down to ask: 
“Can I control electric] 
motors by switching the| 
|six-volt output of the se- 
tial ports under keyboard] 
control?" 

Pin 6 of each serial port has 
a +12V output which is 
intended to provide addi- 
tional control signals if 
required by a peripheral. 
The voltage is not 
switchable, so it cannot 
control motors. Nor can 
you use the CTLI or CTL2 
ports as they are for input 
only. 

‘The QControl board from 
Care Electronics provides 
TTL-level outputs from the 
QL together with software 
to drive it. Even equipped 
with that add-on you will 
still need to use your 
soldering iron. A TTL-level 
output is only about 3.4V 
and would not have the 
power to drive your motors, 
Instead you might Q. 

to energise a 
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relay in the motor circuit, promises yet. As an write software routines to search the jobs tree for the 
That has the added alternative and available enable one job to deposit ID and base address of the 
advantage of isolating the solution there is an article data for the use of another. buffer; all this could be 
computer from the motor. in the December, 1985 issue A buffer area must be set done more easily using an 
Figure two shows how you of @L World, then @L up in memory to hold the absolute memory address 
mightconnectaTTLoutput User, showing how to data and the sending job for the buffer but that goes 
to switch a small relay in transfer a Masterfile must know if and where against the Qdos principle. 

i database on to the QL for there is room in the buffer. ‘The transfer of data can 
use with Archive. The Likewise, the receiving job then be achieved using 

MS- DOSS. article explains the hard- must know if the buffer pointers held at the start of 
ware link and also contains contains data and from the buffer area, The first 
listings of the software for where to take the nextdata pointer is to the next 
both machines. item, available data item and the 

‘The ate ee Set up second pointer isto the next 
g using a Qdos Alcallto vacant space in the buffer. 

Light a pipe create itasajob with afall The pointers. must . be 
header including aname— advanced cyclically, ie., 
see figure four. Other jobs when the pointer reachers 
can then use the “get job the end of BUFAREA it 
information" Trap # call to must be re-set to the start. 

ing on a Speetrum 
‘cannot afford the ‘ime| 
unstex it manually to 

Ne QL, I understand that 
|Masterille is available for 
j@ PC running under MS: 
DOS. Is there an MS-DOS} \tasking to its full [need to 

fermulator tor the QL?" set up a communication 
link between them, I can} 
find little information on sDATA TRANSFER BUFFER ARES 
“pipes.” Could vou. give RS 
ime some idea how to} De. b 0 

To the best of my know: [achieve this?” DG. SAARB 
ledge nobody is working on Dc.W 5 f 
the production of an TBM or , pea BUFFER 
MS-DOS emulator for the TOPPTR «= -DG.W ° 

BOTPTR DC. 0 
BUPAREA —DS.W a4 

Qu. 
There is talk ofa MS-DOS Without resorting to writ- 

emulator being available, ing your own device driver, 
but nobody is making a simpler solution is to 

if. SUPERTOOL KIT II by Tony Tebby TONY TEBBY Software (QJUMP) 
THE ULTIMATE QL ENHANCEMENT: ‘GRAM "now" COMPLETE QL MULTITASKING FRONT END A 7AULY 

‘Ovur 118 Commands: Full Soreen Editar, Key Define Pr Using, AMAZING DEVELOPMENT FROM CJUMP POP UP MENUS, FAST 
Lest Line Recall, Attkoy, Job Control, File Handling, Defaut RAM DISC. UTILITIES, HOTKEYS SCREENAVINDOW DUMPS, 
Dlvectories, Extended Network PRINT SPOOLER ETC ve 23509 18k Eprom Cariadgo Version GE 29804 GIMLOL Internal Mouse intoHlage, Kaaps your Hom por rae: OPEN eens erat on Morea GE age! GMM + AT BDU. ee 99.78) gam-Spm Mon-Thu GIN © ORAM ooo tu ease 
| SANDY PRODUCTS | iM MOUSE fee vease —(G)), Sam-dpm Fri-Sat Sandy SupeOboard (S12k,TODKKIF I ee) @RN87.45d GIM\ + MOUSE + GRAM “wil 96.006 
Snoy 6124 THAULCARD |@t 86.254 OFLP (Mlero/P aiseinterface upgrade) mf 14986 Soy 51 THU-CARO & Gt a Berosane Ort lei? ls 6 abe 
Sandy Oise Pier Irttace-+ Ube i Microdrive eM 
SUPER MOUSE/SUPEROBOARO @E BD.60d WED (Mode aise Interface Upgrade) yasvinnn- @E 14986 
(Gram Multitasking Front End by Tony Tobby. Quality Mouse, QPTHPointorIntarlace m/crive et 94.800 
512K RAM, SUPERTOOLKIT It, Dise and Printer Inorlace, PTR Pointer Interface + 3:5" disk i 28.906 800 ST ALBANS ROAD, 
ache Graphics (01236,90d OTYP Type/Spall Chackor fat 20906 
Fat naRbwane | GARSTON, WATFORD, 
Single 4" Oleg Daves own Bat LOCKSMITHE copies M/ORIVE ~ M/ORIVE Ge 11600 HERTS, WD2-6NL. 
Nay cette Geraseoa  AMATTER + LOCKSMITH copies M/ORIVE — OISG-". et 28000 
SMa Ouest CeeziesoeSHMVEL omar poywsordenabe ee ako 8% Ta: 0928-672102 

igen S® —10 printar f@ 186.908 Tole iio liom the creation of cuted nd dectar 1 Keyboars Momarane - @E 1380) nn oon ie a 
QL Keyboard Contact Pad let 118de SISEWbE Lae hig PN) va oa OL Base Comper Pa ee EPI Advanced Eprom Prosrammer @e121.900 19 aldo iets dale te are Eprom Cariidges each Gt Bose 7 Eprom fize tans oe Gr Be GL Microdtive Unit nnn ‘ex 27.600 
ee = (ae 16. Ge OS88 
MAGNETIC MEDIA | Pris M7502 Amber H “92200 

Prilps GMBBSS “new Colour Mid: Res “ Mlrosves eae) le ase Pipe AVA Tuneror above Gener (ach) son {he 20c Phils TMontor 1010. @ 
(100) fw 20,706 Remote TMonitor 1210 “r@s26e.200 
RE ve 

A IPORA ma 7 DELUXE ‘AS speciied in he Colin Oppie Conmentions Series — Aga 84 pin Ol @ 7.180 
eae on A a ie Peed SIDEWINDER 
‘OLGAM way PCC-25ivay “D" (Printar-Ser}) =— Lous a ii 
C- Strategy “Super Monopoiy’ % HOW TO ORDER: ena ELS 0-42.90 

Ca ay a ae a a a a a 
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ABC Electronic 
D-4800 Bielefled telex: 932974 budded 
West Germany. telefax: 0521/61412 

a 

1. POINTER’S TOOLKIT 
Pointar's Toolkit is intandad to be a complementary toolkit for QJUMP’s Super Toolkit Il and/or ORAM or for Sandy's SuperQBoard with 
mouse, Naturally you can use it also without any of this hard software. |t contains a background string-exchange command, for example, @ 
‘command to kill all currently running jobs, a function which works like INPUT, but you may give a pre-defined text to edit (like the input 
sed by PSION), a new RESPA which never returns not complete, even if there are jobs running, a moniltor-save-job, and, it you have a 
‘command called POINTER oF a file called PTR-IMI or PTR-KBD (trom QRAM), there are commands which give you access to the pointer 
and real pull-down-windows fron SuperBASIC! 

WRITER’S TOOLKIT 
Writer's Toolkit gives you new fonts (no normal QL Fonts), which you can use to write anywhere to the screen (with the new command 
WAITE). The new fonts include Old English, Antiqua, Helvetica, (and more) in different sizes. Fonts wilh a height of 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 22 etc, 
fare also possible. Now you can forget the ugly CSIZE 3, 1 OL fonts; Writer's Toolkit gives you beautiful fonts which you can use for 
‘example to make overlays for disk-labels. All fonts are defined as proportional, so Writer's Toolkit gives you not only nice looking fonts but 
also a nice face. 
PRICE: 15£ PREIS 45,- DM 

2. QL-BUS 
Plug in your QL-Bus bullercard and the Expansions Port of your Sinclair QL enlarges from one to tive slots with the possibility of an 
ditional power supply. Apart from the Miracel Trump Card it can be used wilh 
* OST Floppy Disc intertace 
* GST SCSI ~ Floppy interface 
* Sandy Super QBoard 
* Sandy 512k memory expansion 
Miracel 512k memory expansion 
QEP Il E-Prommer 
and all interfaces using the OL-Standards 

PRICE: 98£ PREIS: 298,- DM 

3. DOT SCIENCE + SCREENCOPY 
This program, which enlarges your QDos, is usable for all scientifical and mathematical texts. \t can be used with all standard software 

ic programs. You need no special codes to work with it because the BOOT program loads all files and 
for example greek letters, chemical and 

| formulas is no longer a problem. All additional and of course the normally used characters can be printed on a EPSON 
compatible printer, 

Screencopy enables the scre 
application you work. any pi 
only! 

7 to be copied in four forms and different grey colours to a dot matrix printer, It is unimportant in_ which 
| of the whole screen (512 256 pixels) is printed without loosing any contents! You have to press CTAL#S 

Name and address 

PRICE: 29£ PREIS 89,- DM 

a 5 \ 
Order form Floppy = 31/2" 2x 80 Track 

[em Pie [Fever | carwage 
1 | Pointer's Toolkit 215 | | 

Writer's Toolkit om45,- 

2 | OL-Bus £96 ibe | | 

3 Dat Science £29 | | 
Screencopy DM89,— 

Cheque, credit transfer to Postgirokonto Dortmund Nr. 3028-469 
(only in Europe (not UK, Spai Accepted, £ = export prices 
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Systems for Businessmen 

ALrry 
Recent additions to the list 

CASH TRADER UPGRADE version 2.4 
New Users 
Existing Users 
(send CT boot with order) 
UPGRADE for CT Upgrades .... 
(Support Scheme members) 
SUPPORT SCHEME MEMBERSHIP 
fee per annum .... 
CT ANALYSER (extra memory required 
MAIL MERGE de LUXE 
PDQ-PAYROLL 
SUPPORT SCHEME MEMBERSHIP 
fee per annum 
TRADING ACCOUNTS (exira memory required) 
New Users 
Special Discounts for Cash Trader Users 
SUPPORT SCHEME MEMBERSHIP 
fee per annum 

Programs for Programmers 

ARCHIVE DATABASE ANALYSER sunnins ORF 
ARCHIVE SCREEN FORMAT F PRINTER ..... 87 
#00, KREF £15 

hers 215 
SuperBAsic MONITOR a 

And for Leaisure 

DOMINATION 

Programs for Everybody 

ArchDEV/RTM version 2.38 
ARCHIVE TUTORIAL 
COMPARE . 
FLASHBACK 

NAMES & ADDRESSES (extra memory required) 
(with RTM extension) 

PSION PRINTER INSTALLER and C 
and TURBOcharged . 
PDQ-COPY .,., 
RECOVER ; 
‘SPECIAL EDITOR latest edi 

SPELLBOUND and FILEBOUND (compiled eran 
(extra memory required) . £35 

FILEBOUND (send disc/cartridge and s.a.e.) 
TASKMASTER (extra memory required) 
PSION SUITE upgrades 
versions 2.36 Quill, Abacus, Easel-Archive version 2.38 
£5 each, send disc/cartridge and s.a.e. 

DiscOVER 

Multi-DiscOVER: 
Dat-Appoint 
EYE-Q .. 

Page Desi igner 2 
LIGHTNING . : 

TURBO v.2 . 

TurboQuill + 

£29.50 

£39.00 

£64.00 

£29.95 
.. £35.00 

, £29.95 

£99.00 

- £13.00 

HARDWARE 
TRUMP CARD . £170.00 
NEC DISC DRIVES 

(Together £350.00 plus ten discs) 

STAR LC-10 
Mono . 
Colour . 
Centronics int 

. £245.00 

. £275.00 

, £29.00 

THOR 
Any version — Prices on request 

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTERS 

Z88 ...... 

128k RAM 

128k EPROM . 

EPROM Eraser . 

. £267.00 

. £46.50 
.. £46.50 

.. £43.00 

- £22.50 

£27.90 

. £12.00 

. £9.00 Mains Adaptor . A 

. £9.00 Carry Case .. 

MANY OTHER General Utility, Archive Utility and Application Systems. NEW Systems or 

adjustments to existing systems built to order. All PDQL SuperBASIC programs are 
TURBOcharged. All PDQL built programs are THOR compatible. 
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PDOL Computer 
Systems and 
Software 

UNIT 1, HEATON HOUSE 
CAMDEN STREET 
BIRMINGHAM B1 3BZ 
021 200 2313 

MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR QL AND THOR 
for home or business use — Order form list or write for current catalogue. Prices include 
VAT and postage within the UK. Cheques with orders to, and full descriptive list available 
from PDQL., Please state details of toolkit, extended memory and or disc. 

Your ticket to DiscOVER 

QL to IBM 
Ri ETURN—Any Dy £29.50 

1 
| 
| 
| 
| 
J} 

DiscOVER is the essential program for transferring any file EITHER WAY between QL and 
IBM format. NO CABLES NEEDED. NO SIDE-by-SIDE MACHINES. Run DiscOVER, select to 
or from the QL, transfer all or cursor selected files. Features include optional symbol 
translate; delete file; view file; automatic file-name change for IBM/QL compatibility. 
Available on 3.5 or 5.25 disc. 

£29.50 
PDQL have a larger version including CPM and BBC transfer facilities as well as |BM— 
MUTLI-DiscOVER — 

European Orders may be placed with: 

DANSOFT 
15 DK 1057 COPENHAGEN 
DENMARK 
TEL. 45(01) 930347 ‘Access 

£39.00 

DiscOVER — 
File transfer 
without tears 

ACCOUNTS MADE EASY BY PDQL 

CASH TRADER UPGRADE 
The Accounts program built for the small business. It 
provides a complete and easy-to-enter Accounting 
Routine with instant up-to-date Balance sheet, Profit 
and Loss A/C, Audit Trail, VAT Report and VAT Return 
as well as.a Trial Balance. 

Accountants use it— nuff said! 
For new users..... 
Quest users (send boot cartridge) . 44 
Annual Support Scheme .. £15 

CT 2.4 Upgrade for Upgrade users send master disc- 
Ieartridges .. £10 

(Support Scheme Members) £5 
CT ANALYSER (needing extended memory) 

Is the essential companion to Cash Trader {erage 
2.1 and later). .. £25 

£85 
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TRADING ACCOUNTS 
A brand new flexible Accounts package — Cash 
Trader Data files easily converted — built at the 
request of Businessmen with extra book-keeping 
needs. 
At least 256k memory required. 
All the advantages of Cash Trader Upgrade plus many 
new features — navigation by initial letter as well as 
scrolling; varying size Groups a feature; Analyser in- 
cluded with other features designed to speed up both 
book-keeping and reporting eee 31 
Special prices to existing Gash Trader users as 
follows: 

Quest Cash Trader users . 
Upgrade customers . 
Suport Scheme Members .. 
Upgrade customers with CT Analyser .. “£20 
Support Scheme members with CT Analyser 



isual representation is probably 
the most powerful form of 
communication. Illustrators, 
conversant with more conven- 
tional materials, have yet to 

become aware of the vast potential of 
using computer graphics to provide a 
new and vitally important medium of 
expression, Equally important, computer 
images, although often art forms in their 
own right, can also serve as prototypes 
for artwork destined to be produced in 
other mediums, 
Computer pictures may be originated 

in two main ways, The most common 
means of illustration development is a 
Graphics program, of which the QL has 
many, each with their own features to 
commend them. The second method is a 
specially-processed image obtained with 
a video camera or recorder, the digitised 
image. 

‘Once you have an image you wish to 
convert to hard copy, the majority of QL 
graphics programs, almost without ex- 
ception, include a means to reproduce 
images with a dot matrix printer, If your 
fequirements are limited to printing 
graphic images only, you have the option 
of using any of the many good comm 
cial screen dump programs available. A 
full-screen, giving you two dumps per 
page program, is provided free with 
‘Abacus, 

‘One of the major problems confronting 
users wishing to print graphic images is 
that dot matrix printers require particular 
codes to switch them from character to 
graphics mode. Once in graphics mode, 
printers require graphic data in 
particular formats, With an Epson- 
compatible printer you can use most of 
the printer driver programs with your 
printer. if not, there are a number of 
alternative driver programs, 

The PDQL Grafix is a programmable 
printer driver in terms of control codes 
and reproduction scale, By adjusting 
either the horizontal or vertical scale 
‘component, you can also avoid elliptical 
circles. A range of printer control cade 
sets is supplied with GraFix but if your 

inter is not included you can easily 
build your own driver, 

Another particularly good driver is 
provided by QJump with its QRAM 
system and is used in its multi-tasking 
environment. In addition to a wide range 
of monochrome and colour printer driver 
options, you also select up to three 
ranges of image magnification. 

Trump Card 

It you are using the Miracle RAM 
expansion/disc interface, Trump Card, 
you can use the QRAM printer driver, 
‘one of its many on-board utilities, pro- 
viding you with the same facilities. 

If you also wish to modify a screen 
image, such as reducing its finished size 
oF position on @ page, you may care to 

consider using the Zitasoft 
Programmable printer control program 
Sidewinder. \t allows you accurately to 
select areas for standard screens so that 
your printed copy can occupy as little as 
‘6mm. x 10mm., to almost full A4. Illustra- 
tions can also be rotated through 90 
degrees for sideways printing. 

Digitisers, audio or video, are units 
which convert analogue signals into 
digital signals, the only form of data 
which any computer can utilise. At the 

units of pixels consistent with computer 
resolution. In the case of the QL this 
means 131,072 pixels per screen in high- 
resolution mode. 

The QL missed by only a narrow 
margin being provided with two video 
digitisers, The first was intended to be 
marketed by the French software house 

Picture 

capture 
heart of all types of digitiser is a chip 
called an ADC. Although all ADCs per- 
form the same job, the type of ADC used 
depends largely on the speed at which it 
has to perform. 

‘ADCs intended for video applications 
are required to convert data at the rate of 
about once every 200ns — five million 
per second. Once in digital form the data 
stream can be processed in any number 
of ways. 

To store a digitised video image a 
sereen must be broken into notional 

Pyramide. Its prototype digitiser con- 
sisted of a single printed circuit card and 
plugged into the QL expansion port. 
The only image digitiser available for 

the QL is marketed by its Italian maker 
SPEM. The main limitation of it is that, 
because the video output is @ digital 
signal, it must be used with a TTL moni- 
tor. 

Interfacing with’the QL at three points, 
installing the SPEM is simple. After 
switching off all power to your QI 
the small case connected to the digit 

eee 
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by a ribbon cable, similar to a ROM 
cartridge, into the QL ROM slot. Remove 
the QL monitor plug and re-install it in 
the socket on the back of the digitiser, 

Connect the remaining digitiser lead, 
terminated in a DIN plug, to the QL 
monitor socket and switch the power 
back on to QL and monitor, The final 
connection is made via the co-axial 
socket on the digitiser to the camera or 
recorder, 

Because of hardware imitations, 

tinuous tones of a normal subject are 
separated into two or more distinct 
tones. 

In MODE 8, 524,288, screen tones are 
possible with the QL 256 x 256 resolution 
A normal colour television image con- 
tains about 50 times more tones than can 
be obtained with the QL and a photo- 
graph is about 1,000 times greater. 

Until now the only means by which a 
computer image could be modified was 
with a graphics program but, because of 

Computerised images, captured by a 

digitiser or locked safely ina 

proprietary clip art file, put the power of 

design and illustration into the hands of 

non-artists. Ron Massey looks at recent 

additions to the QL palette. 

users expecting a digitised image to 
exhibit photographic quality on the QL 
may be disappointed. Colour in MODE 8 
is used to represent an eight-tone grey 
scale. Images are viewed in false 
colours with the tones ranging from, in 
descending order. of brightness, white, 
yellow, cyan, green, magenta, red, blue 
and black. 

The type of picture reproduced from a 
digitised image with a dot matrix printer 
is similar to a photographic technique 
called posterisation, where the con- 

the increasing popularity of using 
digitised images, Sector Software has 
released a new specialised product, the 
Image Processor, which _ includes 
features for modifying images produced 
by almost any means, 

Standard 32K soreen files may be 
loaded into Image Processor, converted 
from MODE 8 to MODE 4 formats, re- 
coloured, de-coloured, inverted, selec- 

(Cup art by TK. Compulerware and Sector Seftware 

tively "brushed" over or, by selecting the 
CUT TO FILE option, save selected areas 
of a screen for your own clip art collec~ 
tion. 

Ifyou are using the SPEM digitiser you 
can use Image Processor as a controller 
program to grab particular frames and 

them subsequently. 
The EDGE DETECTION option enables 

you to convert photographic-type images 
into @ close approximation of a line 
drawing. This option works by drawing a 
line or point at the boundaries of two 
colours. Solid colour changes are con- 
verted to black, boundary locations are 
changed to white; discs are converted to. 
circles. 

By selecting the ENHANCE option you 
can reduce the stippled appearance 
some digitised pictures exhibit or, where 
MODE 8 pictures are displayed in MODE 
4, the stippled patterns arise from the 
mode change. The final effect is a 
smoothing appearance in the picture 
Which, obviously, depends on the overall 
content of the picture. 

‘There are two sources of QL library 
pictures consisting of single or compos~ 
ite images which can be incorporated 
into artwork development, the Sector 
Software Clip Artand TK Computerware 
Paste Art. 

Paste Art is a large library of screen 
images which you can edit to include 
only the part of a screen required either 
ina graphics program or in any of the OL 
desk-top publishers. 

vi ity 

Applications for computerised images 
‘are more diversified than one might 
normally expect. One of the most com- 
mon uses for computerised images is 
with a dot matrix printout as an end 
product, Pictures may be used as stand- 
alone images or can be incorporated into 
one or more blocks of text by any of 
several methods. 

Another use for computer images is 
Incorporating them as part of a visual 
display, such as is used for point of sale 
advertising or shop window effects. One 
application of which potential users are 
becoming more conscious is that com- 
puterised images can be incorporated as 
part of a visual design, such as is often 
used in a prototype advertising layout, 

Desk-top publishers generally pro- 
duce graphics files. As such, they often 
have the disadvanage of producing fonts 
exhibiting staircase edges on angled 
portions of letters. Although solely a 
word processor at the moment, Texté7 
planned enhancements in the form of 
add-on modules will enable you to use 
Text87 fonts and incorporate illustrations 
as well within blocks of text. 

One method of adding 
images to. blocks of letter 
quality text is the D A, 
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on) 
Burridge Cue Print system. It has the 
single disadvantage of being restricted 
to the Taxan-Kaga/Canon PW1080A 
range of dot matrix printers. 

Although the Ultrasoft QKick is 
intended as a front-end interface tor 
computer users, | find itis very usetul for 
interrupting programs when | wish to 
save a screen. A typical sequence of 
operations involves using QKick to 
produce a standard screen file, one of 
the QL graphics packages such as the 
Digital Precision Eye-Q, Talent Plus QL 
Paint or Pyramide QL Peintre to modify 
the picture, and the QRAM screen dump 
to printit 

If you use a considerable number of 
pictures, storing them can become a 
problem. One of the techniques | often 

‘one disc and, using QRAM, use the print 
option to save the images on another 
disc. 

High quality 

By incorporating images produced in a 
variety of ways with any of the many aids 
available, even allowing for hardware 
limitations it is possible to produce 
visual products rivaling the most ex- 
pensive machines. Without exception, all 
the products reviewed for this report are 
of excellent quality and represent good 
value. 

Image libraries have been available 
for use with programs such as Fleet 

Street Editor for some time. If you are 
interested mainly in producing printed 
copy, such libraries have much to 
commend them: If you cannot justify the 
expense of buying a video digitiser, you 
can take advantage of the Sector 
Software digitising service. If you send 
Sector your original illustration it will 
convert it to a digitised image. Returned 
on either Microdrive or disc, the images 
are standard 32K screen files, like the 
‘ones produced with the majority of QL 
graphics programs. 

‘One of the areas which may eventually 
be considered by clip art suppliers is 
screens of specialised symbols such as 
those used in a wide range of pro- 
fessional and hobbyist pursuits. A ques 
tion | often hear potential users ask is, 
besides traditional text applications such 
as word processing and database 
manipulation, what use is the computer 
for graphics when a photograph is 
usually of considerably better quality? 

The computer can replicate and 
manipulate images more cheaply than is 
otherwise possible and in ways neither 
readily adaptable nor economically fea- 
sible with conventional photographic 
processes. 
When illustrations are to be combined 

with blocks of text, whether as finished 
products or as an aid for design layout, 
the computer has no equal and the QL is 
particularly well-endowed with tools to 
produce high-quality work. 

‘A two dimensional CAD package 
‘suitable for all general, 
scientific and engineering 
applications. 
You can create accurate , 
finely detailed plans, 
diagrams or designs 
and print them out to 
any width on your Epson 
compatible printer. 

The outstanding new 3D CAD 
package that allows you to ereale 
‘and rotate wireframe graphics. 
2% Real time rotation — on screen 
+ Fast, flicker free display 
4 Easy to use ~ on-line help 
‘% Magnify and shrink 
Runs on an unexpanded QL 

Our new catalogue includes 
Lost Pharoah 
PCB 
PoE2 
Q00S Trap Handler 
Macro Assembler 
Sideways. 
Deathstrike 
Wimp Designer 

Assembler Workbench £24.95 
Basio-ally 219.95 
Cosmos £14.95, 
Graphidl+ 24.95 
Horrorday £14.95 
Hoverzone 214.95 
The Prawn £14.95 
Strip Poker £14.95, 
lease telephone for details of products not listed. 

| DEATHSTRIKE] 
An exciting ‘Seramble’ game. 
‘Maneuvre your ship through alien 
territory, gain points by hitting 
targets with bombs and missiles. 
‘Your final objective is to destroy the 
‘mothership with an accurately 
placed bomb. A fast addictive game 
‘with excellent graphics 

£14.95. 
299.95 
49,95 

£14.95 
£19.95 
£19.95 
£14.95 
214,95 

‘An excellent naval simulation 
program ~one of the largest ever 
written for any machi 
‘An acourate real-time simulation of 
‘a Royal Navy Type 22 Frigate. You 
will be attacked by enemy aircraft, 
missiles, submarines and ships. No 
‘two games are the same! 
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fyou feel you know external cables before 
little of the workings working on the QL. Be 
of the QL hardware, careful not to touch the in- 
here is some advice tegrated circuits inside; 
on very basic there is a danger of per- 

matters for the people who manent damage through 
are not computer experf& the transfer of static 

electrical charges from you 
o the computer. 
It is desirable to earth 

rew for the 5V regulator 
or the case of the TV 
modulator; the 5V regulator 
is the small object with 
three leads coming up from 

aufhave bought their QLs _ it, on the black, finned piece recently. There are various of metal heatsink to the 
common faults which rear ofthe Microdrives, and 
cannot be dealt with unless the modulator is the silver 
you open the QL casing. object the size of a small 
Typical faults are repetition matchbox alongside the 
of characters on the screen heatsink. Turn the QL 

bottom; the ribbon cables 
are from the ‘keyboard 
membrane and the single 
wires are from the three 
indicator light emitting 
diodes. Take care not to 
disturb the interconnec- 
tions more than is neces- 
sary, 

Connections 
Generally it is not 

necessary to separate the 

top casing from the bottom 
completely and the inter- 
connections can be left in 

Just for 

starters 
although keys are pressed upside down, remove the once only, failure of four short screws along the Microdrives to load/run front edge and the four long Programs, a blank screen screws along the rear edge. splay when switched on Do not remove the two long ..no start-up messages, screws towards the front Provided you are of edge of the base. Hold top average handiness there is and bottom of the casing no reason not to attempt together and turn over the rectification of faults such QL. Place a weighty object as these. A soldering ironis behind the rear edge to not required; a ‘slotted support the top casing screwdriver and a Philips when it is lifted to av 
screwdriver are the only strain being placed upon tgals needed. interconnecting wires. 

all Lift the front edge of the 
top casing, place the casing 
vertically, leaning against a 
weighty object. Note that 
there are two ribbon cables 

d_six wires connecting 
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holes above the heatsink, af 
the right end of the top 
casing — see Secrets of the 
inner World, page 39, QL 
World, February, 1988. The 
two ribbon cables can be 
pulled out of the connectors 
on the main circuit board 
but the six wires can be 
pulled out only after the 
outer part of the connector 
into which they fit has been 

levered up with a screw- 
driver, to release the spring 
pressure on the wire ends. 
Ifyou forget to make a note 

where the wires fit into 

you need to look 
inside? A’ common com- 
plaint is repetition of 
characters on the screen 
ie., you type <e> and 

<eee> appears. The usual 
reason is a faulty keyboard 
membrane, cost about £5. 
Check first that it isnot dirt 
causing the trouble, The 
keyboard keycaps can be 
prised off with the aid of 
long fingernails or a thin 
screwdriver blade, Remove 
all the caps, taking care to 
note their positions on 
paper to aid refitting. 
Clean the top casing 

underneath the caps, Use 
silicone spray, not any old 
oil, to lubricate the shafts of 
each key mechanism 
lightly. Avoid spraying the 
tops of the shafts where the 
key-caps fit, as doing so 
makes it easier for the caps 
tofall offduring use. 

Membrane 
It is possible that a stick: 

ing shaft will cause 
character repeats but more 
likely the membrane is at 
fault and that can be re- 
placed only when the top 
casing has been lifted. Pull 
out the two ribbon cables 
from the connectors on the 
main PCB, then remove the 
six short screws securing 
the aluminium backing 
plate. 
Before removing the 

membrane, look at how it, 
the bubble mat under it and 
he backing plate are 

ted; note that the small 
grofegtions and the two 
lotasthg lugs at the end fit 
through mat, membrane 
and plate. If you do not put 
jit back together correctly 



EEE 
The membrane is held to 

the backing plate by a piece 
of self-adhesive tape and 
this should be re-attached 
or replaced when a new 
membrane is fitted; it is 
best to keep the ribbon 
cables in position, as there 
is not much space for them 
once the casing is closed. 

Perhaps the most delicate 
point of the membrane is 
where it is bent to go round 
the backing plate and it is 
possible for it to split there 
after a few repair jobs have 
been done or attempted. 
When that happens you can 
get some or all keys pro- 
ducing no characters on the 
screen but this can also 
happen if the ends of the 
cables are not in their 
sockets properly see 
February issue. 
One more point which 

could catch you — each 
ribbon cable has a protec- 
tive backing and you 
Yaould make sure that the 

of the backing are not 

inserted into the sockets by 
mistake, either with or 
without the cables. This is 
another point to check if 
few or no keys register on 
the screen after a repair. 

‘The membrane consists 
of two sheets with circuit 
tracks on each, separated 
by anarrow air gap; when a 
key is pressed it pushes the 
top layer and causes a track 
on it to make. electrical 
contact with the corres- 
ponding track on the 
bottom layer. Each key 
actuates a simple switch. It 
is those switches which 
eventually start giving 
trouble, by failing to 
operate or not breaking 
cleanly and thus allowing 
the processor to think the 
key has been pressed more 
than once, or has been held 
down, 
The bubble mat is a 

rubber spring which 
pushes each key back up 

after the finger pressure is 
taken from it, It is unlikely 
the mat will need 
replacement but it may 
need cleaning; it is rather 
tacky, so do not use fluffy 
cloth to clean it, 

While the keyboard is 
apart, take the opportunity 
to spray silicone oil lightly 
round the shaft area of each 
key; the feel of the key- 
board can be improved 
greatly by a little lubrica- 
tion. Silicone oil seems to 
evaporate and does not 
leave an oily mess; I have 
used it on several QLs for 
three or four years and 
have noticed no harmful 
effects from it but you 
should obviously keep it 
away from the electrical 
and mechanical parts. 
When refitting the six 

screws to the backplate, 
leave the three holes at the 
rear edge clear, as the long, 
rear casing screws have to 
go through them. Anyone 
having an internal memory 
expansion should check 
that none of the screws is 
interfering with compo: 
nents on the expansion 
PCB; one screw pressed 
neatly on the middle of the 
68008 main processor inte- 
grated circuit, the heart of 
the QL, after I had had an 
MP memory expansion 
fitted and I had to file the 
head of the screw flat to 
give some clearance, Inte- 
grated circuits are fairly 
robust but a good bang on 
the middle of the keyboard 
might have caused this chip 
to cry enough and they cost 
£20 or more to replace, 

Allchange 

‘The QL seems to respond 
well to the change - any- 
thing - removable approach 
to servicing. There are not 
many components which 
can be removed easily, so 
that limits the extent of 
your inyolvement if you are 
not knowledgeable in elec- 
tronics. In practice, the 
only chip which might be 
expected to require 
replacement seems to by 
the large one at the left 
the main PCB, second from 
the expansion connector 
where interfaces are 
plugged in. It is identified as 
a ZX8301 or CLA2310. Jf 

nothing appears on fhe 
screen, or there is a uni- 
form colour there when you 
switch on and you are cer- 
tain the display is satis- 
factory, it is probable that 
the 8301 is faulty. The 8301 
is fairly sensitive to what is 
connected to the QL and to 

hoW the various 
switched on and o} 
be blown by electri 
surges entéring the QL 
from other system units, 
such as the display or 
printer. 

‘That is a good reason for 
following the supplier's 
advice on the switching 
sequence; usually you will 
be advised to switch on the 
high-current devices) — 
printer, display, disc drives 
— before the QL but to 
switch off the QL before 
them, That allows any 
transient currents/voltages 
to settle when the QL 
cannot be affected by them. 
Notwithstanding that 

advice, it is certainly much 
more convenient to have all 
devices connected to on 
multiple-outlet  extensig 
socket and I have found fip 
harm resulting f 
switching all units on and 
off together, The main point 
is not to switch the high- 
current devices on or off 
while the QL is already on. 
‘The 8301 costs about £10, 

The next removable 
component to check if the 
8301 seems to be satis- 
factory is the ZX8302, also 
about £10, which is to the 
rear of the ribbon cable 
sockets. That is not to say 
nothing else goes wrong but 
Thave heard little reference 
to failure to other compo- 
nents, except occasionally 

the central processor, the 
68008 chip at the left end of 
themain PCB. 
Systems of possible 

trouble with the 8302 are 
keyboard lock-up, print 
failure, complete lock-up or 
crashing of the computer. It 
is worthwhile removing 
any interface fitted and 
checking the basic QL to 
see if a fault is being 
induced/introduced by an 
interface. As stated many 
times previously, lock-ups 
of the computer, not the 
keyboard alone, can be 
associated with the extra 
xent demand of an in- 

efrom the external 
wupply and, the 
the system is 
d on, the more 

likely lock-ups are to occur 
‘because of overheating of 
the 5V regulator on the 
heatsink. 

Power first 
There is no point in 

changing chips to try to 
cure lock-ups if you have 
not first attended to pos- 
sible power problems. 

g¥le to use a proper 
p extractor when re- 

moving chips but it is 
doubtful if many users have 
this tool and chips can be 
removed by careful lever- 
ing underneath them with a 
thin, broad screwdriver 
blade. 

Insert the blade between 
the base of the chip and the 
socket and rotate the 
handle gently from side to 
side to ease the pins on each 
side away from the socket; 
do the same at the other end 
of the chip if itis accessible. 
Bearing in mind the earlier 
comment about the dangers 
of static electricity when 
dealing with chips, try to 
insulate yourself from the 
chips being removedfitted 
by wearing rubber or plas- 
tic gloves. 

Check that all the pins of 
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a chip are straight before 
trying to fit it; use a small 
pair of long-nosed pliers to 
straighten any bent pins. 
You will often find that the 
spacing between the lines of 
pins appears to be slightly 
greater than between the 
socket rows, in which case 
insert one line a little way 
first, then push the chip 
towards that line to enable 

ormiation 

QL connectors, lead: 
Highblade Ltd 
PO Box 1 
Shire Hall 
Appleby-in-Westmore- 
land 
Cumbria CA16 6QX 
‘Tel: 07683 52560 

General—connectors, 
cable: 
Electrovalue Ltd 
28 St Judes Road 
Englefield Green 
Egham 
Surrey TW20 0HB 
Tel: 0784 33603 

AlLQLspares: 
Adman Services 
53 Gilpin Road 
Admaston 
Telford 
Shropshire TF5 0BG 
Tel: 0952 55895 

ROM chips, membrane: 
T. K. Computerware 
Stone Street 
Stanford 
Nr Ashford 
Kent TN25 6DF 
‘Tel: 030381 2801 

Sector Software 
39 Wray Crescent 
Ulnes Walton 
Leyland 
Lancs PR53NA 
Tel: 0772 454328 

the other line to be inserted; 
the sockets are slightly 
springy, as are the pins, and 
there is usually no need to 
bend all the pins to make 
them fit. 

There may be new prob 
lems apparent after a chip 
has. been replaced. The 
cursor can blink at 2 fre- 
netic rate. Do not think this 
means that Quill will be a 
pleasure to use, because a 
fast cursor does not go 
hand-in-hand = with im- 
proved processing speed. 
One QL I had which 
developed this quirk after a 
chip change was appreci- 
ably slower than a normal 
one at running a memory 
speed check program, and 
one in the Turbo compiler 

manual is a useful refer- 
ence for checking the 
memory access speed. 

Mismatch 
It may be wise to specify 

8301 or CLA2310 when 
ordering a replacement for 
this chip, as the two yer- 
sions can behave somewhat 
differently. 1 have found it 
necessary occasionally to 
swap chips between QLs to 
get compatible sets. When 
removing/replacing ROM 
chips the two medium-sized 
ones by the CTRL 1 and 2 
ports — note that the one 
nearest to CTRL 1 is 
marked somewhere 23128, 
whereas the one nearest to 
CTRL 2 is marked 23256. 
There should also be 
another designation 
difference, such as QL-AH 
8000 on the CTRL 1 chip and 
QL-AH 0000 on the CTRL 2. 

Be prepared for strange 
behaviour if you use 
different-version ROM 
chips together; one AH and 
one JM chip are not likely 
to work well together, nor 
is any other of the 
numerous possible com- 
binations. You can, how- 
ever, replace the ROM chip 
pairs in later AH machines 
by JM pairs, without 
needing to make any other 
modifications. As later AH, 
and JM or JS, QLs all 
worked reasonably well, 
kere is no great advantage 

ging to a later set 

unless you are a pro- 
grammer and want to use 
some of the features which 
were implemented only in 
JMor JS ROMS. 

Even then, be certain that 
you do not lose something 
else in the change; the JS is 
not better in all respects 
than the JM and programs 
developed on one do not 

Ey) Cy the same direction; 
Preentitely, the QL follows 
this convention and the 
dimple at one end of each 
chip is located towards the 
rear side of the computer. 
Watch for this as remoy- 
able chips can be refitted 
incorrectly. 
Occasional lock-ups on a 

system which does not 
normally suffer from 
problems caused by the 
mains supply can be caused 
by bad contact between a 
plug-in ROM cartridge and 
its socket. Weird behaviour 
of an Ice frontend may 
mean the cartridge is not 
pushed in fully. Such car- 
tridges are really rather too 
heavy for the socket in the, 
QL and it is not a bad idea to! 
fit a bracing strap round 
the narrow edges of the 
cartridge and attach it to 
the QL with two screws. 

Spring 

‘The Samsung JS machine 
fs rather better in that it 
has a spring inside the 
casing to bear on the car- 
tridge and restrict its 
freedom to move; it also has 
a spring on the expansion 
port—the big one at the left 
— but there is usually no 
problem with interfaces 
making good contact. One 
problem which can occur is 
bent pins in the internal 
connector, caused by 
forcing in an interface 
when it is not properly 
aligned with the connector. 
Take care when inserting 

interfaces and do not make 
a habit of removing and 

‘cover the old ground, 
except to advise that the 
earlier type of connection 
used on most QLs I have 
seen between Microdrive 
ribbon cable and main PCB 
is a simple push-in 
arrangement, rather like 
that for the keyboard cables 
but much more difficult to 
remove and refit, Unless 
you have the later type, 
where there is a normal 
male and female connector 
arrangement. I would 
suggest sending the QL for 
repair ifa Microdrive has to 
be replaced, A Microdrive 
unit complete to fit yourself 
costs £20 or more. Do not 
miss off the insulating 
washers from the securing 
screws if the main PCB is 
removed. 
As a final procedure, 

after any repair run the 

computing 
‘Test routines for 

the computing functions 
have been written but are 
not readily obtainable for 
most users. The memory 
access test referred to is 
listed as a SuperBasic pro- 
gram in the manual for the 
‘Turbo compiler; the Quanta 
library contains _bench- 
mark programs which cost 
little but you have to be a 
member of Quanta £14 pa. 
Such programs are by no 
means essential for testing 
a QL but they allow it to be 
checked to see that the 
performance is up to 
scratch and the 
benchmarks have a certain 
curiosity value if you want 
to compare your QL to 
some other computer. 



large percentage of pro- 
grams are devoted to the 
storage and manipu- 
lation of data; and the 
most common type of 

data manipulation is the sorting 
routine. It is scarcely surprising, 
therefore, that a great deal of 
research has been devoted to the 
problems of ordering large amounts 
lof information efficiently. Sadly, the 
results of those efforts seem rarely to 
be put into practice, 

‘The quickest way to sort data is not 
to sort it at all. This seeming contra- 
diction will be fully-explained in next 
month’s SuperBasic but for now let 
lus concentrate on the principle that 
the least possible manoeuvring of 
items of data will tend to lead to the 
fastest possible sorting times. 

Most programmers begin sorting 
data using the bubble sort, a simple 
but lengthy process which involves 
the comparison of every item in the 
data list with every other item. With 
[small amounts of information the 
bubble sort appears to be reasonably 
fast but for large datasets it is hope- 
lessly inadequate, because the 
sorting time increases exponentially 
as the number of data items in- 
creases, 

Sorting an array of 20 items, a 
bubble sort will make 400 — 20? — 
comparisons of pairs of items. Adding 
an extra item to the list results in 41 
more comparisons, a 10 percent in- 
crease in sorting time. Doubling the 
list to 40 items means a total of 1,600 
comparisons which must be made to 
complete the sorting process. If 20 
items were sorted in 10 seconds, a 
sort of 40 items would therefore take 
40 seconds to complete. 

Heap sorts 
Sorting routines have been 

developed which cope more 
efficiently with very large sets of 
data. Heap sorts, merge sorts and 
quicksorts have a time-taken/array- 

SUPER 

BASIC 
Mike Lloyd sizes up different 

types of sorting routines in 

search of efficiency. 

Jeo Define PROGedure INSERTS (item#, arrays) 
1@4 LObal x,y, Loop;midyhi 10, 
498 IF arrays (DIMN(arrays)) >"? 

416 END IF 
124 to #1 

136 END. FOR ha 
TAQ REPeat Loop 
4a IF hive < 2 
156 EXIT Loop 
462 END TF 
ed IF items > 

LISTING1 172 END TF 

fee END FOR y 

size relationship of mélogen, where n 
is the number of elements to be 
sorted. Twenty items involve 98 
comparisons, while 40 items take just 
256 comparisons to be sorted. These 
routines are more complex to pro- 
gram and are little faster than the 
bubble sort when handling small 
amounts of data. 
The time taken to complete a 

sorting operation depends on a 
number of other factors apart from 
the number of comparisons made 
during the sorting process. A sorting 
process might recognise quickly that 
it is working on a partially-sorted list 
and therefore make fewer compari- 
sons and so finish sooner. This situa- 
tion might occur if a new item is 
added to the end of an already sorted 
list of data, or if a single value in an 
array is altered. An insert sort would 
detect quickly that only one item 
needed to be moved and would act 
accordingly. A bubble sort, on the 
other hand, would check laboriously 
through every possible combination 
of pairs of data to see if they needed to 
be exchanged. 

‘The size of each of the data ele- 

112 PRINT #03 "HR Array Ful 

{20 if array#(i) =": arrayK(1) = itemss RETUnA 

444 mi © 16 + INTICha-1o)/2) 

182 mid a mad + Uiten® > arraysimid)) 

acray# (mid) 
168 Ja = mid: ELSE » ha = mid 

176 END REFeat loop 
186 FOR ym DIMN(arrays) TO mide STEP —1 
164 array®(y) = arraytly=1), 

492) arraytimd) = items 
174 END DEFine INSERTS 

+ STOR 

426 FOR ni = DIMNCarrays) TO 2 STEP =1 
152 IF arrays(himi) > muy EXIT hi 

ments also affects sorting time, The 
elements of an integer array are each 
two bytes long, while those of 
numeric arrays are six bytes long. 
Character array elements might be 

several scores of bytes in length, de- 

pending on what information is held 

in them. The larger the element the 

longer it will take to transfer it in 

memory from one position to 

another. This factor tends to become 

significant only if character array 

elements exceed 100 bytes but 

nevertheless it is a further encour- 

agement to reduce the amount of 

shifting around which goes on in a 
sorting process. 

QL quirk 
While by rights an integer array 

should be sorted faster than an iden- 

tical numeric array, the quirky QL 

operating system ensures that it is 

the other way around. This is because 

time is taken to translate integer 

values into floating point format 

before they are compared to each 

other. There is therefore no 

advantage in using integer arrays, 

other than to save memory space, 

32 
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unless the program is to be compiled. 
Compilers correct this unusual Qdos 
feature and take full advantage of the 
simplicity of integer mathematics. 
Whatever the sorting routine 

employed, there is usually an 
unwelcome halt in proceedings when 
it operates on the data which has 
been collected. One way of giving the 
appearance of a very fast sorting 
process is to use an insert sort to 
place each item into its correct 
position in the array as it is typed-in 
at the keyboard. Instead of a single, 
lengthy procedure, the sorting pro- 
cess is split into several brief bursts 
of activity which would probably be 
over too quickly for the program user 
to detect them. 

Listing 1 uses the insert sort 
principle in exactly this way to sort 
any character array. The parameters 
passed to it are a single data item and 
the array into which it is to be fitted, 
Listing 2 is a test harness to demon- 
strate it at work on a 10-element 
array. Type-in both listings and 
watch the display. The data listed on 
to the screen represents input. Once 
20 items have been “entered” by the 
random string generator the sorted 
array is displayed on the right-hand 
side of the screen. Note that the order 
is not strict ASCII but rather Sinclair 
string comparison conventions. 

Binary search 
‘The insert procedure works only it 

the array into which a new item is to 
be stored is already sorted. It checks 
to see if the last element in the array 
is blank and reports that the array is 
full if it is not. Assuming that there is 
space in the array for an additional 
item, it then uses a binary search 
technique to find the correct place for 
the new addition. 
Binary searching works in much 

the same way as you might look 
through a telephone directory. The 
directory is opened roughly in the 
middle and a decision made whether 
the name being sought lies in the 
front or back half. If it is in the front 
half, you ignore the rear part of the 
directory and look in the front half 
for the correct page, perhaps repeat- 
ing the splitting process again before 
flicking through the pages to the one 
required. In a binary search an array 
is divided repeatedly into two with 
the “incorrect” half being discarded 
each time until only a single element, 
the correct one, remains. 
When used in a sorting process, the 

binary search does not find an ele- 
ment but detects where a given ele- 
ment should go. The second half of 
the procedure moyes all] the items 
which occur after this position down 
by one place, thus creating room for 
the new piece of data. Finally, the 
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WINDOW 443, 
PAPER @2 INE 

PRINT a$: BEEP 590, 5. 
INSERTS at TO test? 
END FOR * 
FOR 
END DEFine Tesk_Insert 

Local * 

458 END DEFinw inoct 

a8 = FILLS (CHR® (RNDI48 TO 1273) , 8) 

= 1 10 20: AT 3, 25: PRINT testsor) 

DEFine PROCedure i_sort (arrayyindex? 

FOR » = 1 10 DIMMarray)s indexix? = x 

poanter = bottom 

asort index, 1; DIMNCarray) 
=4G END DEFine Sort 

4@2 DEFine PROCedure isort (index, battom, 
402 LOCal Loop, To, hi, pointers, 
484 10 = bottom: ni = topr 
408 REPeat loop 
310 IF 10 >= his EXIT loop 
A1Z IF array (index (1e>) 5 array (index (bid) 
eyes temp = incex (lo) 
416 Andee Qa) = index chi? 
418 index (hi) = temp 
420 TF pointer = 10 
424 pointer = his 1a = le 
426 ELSE 

pointer = lo: Ai = hi= 
END IF 

ELSE 
TF pounter = to 

a3 ni = hina 
aap eLSE 
442 te = Lowi 
aaa END TF 
446 END IF 
488 END REPeat loop 
450 IF AESitop ~ bottom) <2 THEN 
452 isart index, bottom, pointer 
454 isort index, pointersl, top 

Listings! top) 
temp 

1 

RETurn 
1 

new element is added and the sort is 
complete. 

Listing two takes advantage of the 
unusual property of the TO keyword 
in that it can often be substituted for 
acomma without affecting the syntax 
of a statement adversely. The 
advantage in this instance is the 
statement such as INSERT A$ TO 
NAMES is more meaningful to the 
programmer than the syntactically 
more correct INSERT A$, NAMES. 

Ideal answer 
‘The strategy of sorting on input is 

not the ideal answer to all sorting 
problems, In many cases a sort in- 
volves not one array but many rela- 
ted arrays. A club might hold a mail- 
ing list for its members in separate 
arrays for initials, surname, street, 
town and membership number. Pub- 
lished sorting routines traditionally 
tackle only the problem of sorting 
single arrays but, if multiple parallel 
arrays are involved, general-purpose 
procedures have to be replaced by a 
sorting utility designed specifically to 
cope with the application. 

Sorting times can be expected to 
increase greatly because although 
there will be the same number of 
comparisons made as for sorting a 

single array, when the swaps are 
made there are many more of them to 
accomplish before moving to the next 
comparison. 

Additionally, data might be sorted 
in one way for one purpose and then 
be re-sorted for other uses. Using the 
club mailing list example, data 
normally might be kept in the al- 
phabetical order of members’ sur- 
names, If personal visits were being 
arranged to members’ addresses, the 
list would need to be re-arranged so 
that all people living the same area 
were listed together. 

The conventional answer would be 
to sort the arrays by surname, re-sort 
them by town name, take a listing, 
and then restore the original order by 
sorting them again by surname. The 
prospect of sorting a number of rela- 
ted arrays only once is such a cum- 
bersome process that it should, if 
possible, be avoided; to contemplate 
repeatedly sorting and re-sorting a 
large amount of data spread across 
several arrays is horrifying. 
Remembering that the quickest 

way to sort a list is not to sort it all, 
‘how can tabs be kept on a list of items 
which are kept in an Q. 
array in the random order 

Es} 

in which they were 



lentered originally? One way is to 
borrow from the technique used to 
find particular entries in, say, a 
computer manual, The keywords 
might be grouped in the book accor- 
ding to the functions they perform 
but they would also be listed in an 
index in alphabetical order. 

Quicksort 
Indexing is also useful when arrays 

lof very large character items or mul- 
tiple parallel arrays are sorted, or 

when lists need to be sorted in a 
number of ways simultaneously. 

Listings 3 and 4 are an adaptation 

lof the Quicksort algorithm published 

in the January, 1987 edition. Before 
the Quicksort routine is called the 

numeric array being used as an index 

is initialised at line $20. The 
Quicksort algorithm identifies an 

500 
ses 

EFine PROCedure 
WINDOW 448, 210, 

eM sic parce a: Ink 7: 
POE 335 DIn teste (20, 10 
fos 526 FOR x = 1 TO 20 
PAB S25 test s(x) = FILLE 
EE 530 END FOR « 

D> Be ss cent cunconren oy 
e Es 
BAM 85 i sort tests, ptr 
MAME sso FOR: = 1 1020 

= Eee 
Be 20 END FOR + 

545 END DEFine Test_l: 

arbitrary element and puts all the 

values greater than this element to 
one side of it in the array and all the 
small values to the other side. Each 
balf of the array is split recursively 
until every item is sorted in order. All 

the comparisons in listing four are 
made on the main array but only the 
values held in the indexing array are 
moved. 

‘As with the insert sort, the 
Quicksort is complete with a test 
harness, at Listing 5. It dimensions 
two arrays, one for the data and one 
for the index, and fills the data array 
with randomily-produced data, The 
sort is then performed and the results 
printed on the screen alongside the 
original input. Of course, listing the 

AT Q, @: INK $1 OVER “11 PRINT test#: OVER 

20: PRINT tests( ptr ()) 

Test_isort 
32, 1ér CSIZE 2, 0 
cls 
+ ptr (2a) 

CHRS( RND( 32 10 127))4 10) 

ARRAY” TO 20; “SORTED ARRAY 

sort 

data array reveals that it remains in| 
random order, Onlly when it is ac- 
cessed via the index array will it be| 
possible to determine the sorted 
order. Other related arrays could be| 
accessed using the same index. 

The test harnesses demonstrate 
how the two sorting mechanisms] 
could be accessed from within any| 
uncompiled SuperBasic program. 
The sorting routines are written to} 
cope with string arrays only but they| 
can be adapted readily to work with’ 
numeric arrays, Further amendment) 
to the comparision algorithms in 
each sorting routine would allow data 
to be sorted in reverse order, or in 
length of string order, or according to| 
any other criteria required, 
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@ SECTOR SOFTWARE @ SECTOR SOFTWARE @ SECTOR SOFTWARE @ SECTO! 

QL WORLD INDEX 
The QL World Index is a complete reference to all Sin- 
clair QL World/QL User articles compressed to fit ina 
standard QL. 
In one second it will ind any article by name, author or subject. For ex- 
ample; “printer” will find all references to printers from QL 
World or QL User. “Dillon” will find all artcles by Charles Dil- 
lon, Everything worth knowing that has appeared in QL world 
and QL User from its launch in June 1983 to the current issue 
is included. An invaluable guide for anyone who has acollec- 
tion of these magazines or wants to order back issues, 

Amazing value at only £6 

FLASHBACK 
wna a 

An entirely new concept in fast information storage, 
retrieval and manipulation on the Ql. 

L 1 Flashback is a new kind of database which can find information in 
seconds compared with Archive's minutes. 

lH Flashback can read a record one second after giving the program a 
person's address, telephone number, or any other detail 

1 The ability to send details to another program at the press of a couple of 
keys, windowing, mind-blowing speed and the fact that it works on a 
standard machine put Flashback in a field of its own. 

Available now. Only £25 

39 WRAY CRESCENT, ULNES WALTON, 
LEYLAND, LANCS PR5 3NA 

Tel: 0772 454328, Prestel mailbox 772454328 
‘ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND P & P 

STAR LC10 
COLOUR PRINTER 

8 Colour printout 
several resident fonts 
Front panel selection 
140 cps draft mode 
36 ops letter mode 
4K butter 
Parallel interface 
colour screen dumps 
‘Paper parking’ - 
simultaneous sheet and 
continuous stationery feed 

A quality colour printer from 
an established manufacturer, 

Only £259 
replacement ribbons £6 

Don't forget to phone the Bulletin Board for the latest QL and Z88 bargains ! 

Don't even think about buying a 
replacement keyboard until you know 
how to use the one you already have, 

‘Why type slowly when you can be typing at 
professional speeds? Touch Typist is the 
fastest typing tutor available for the Sinclair 
QL Itwil teach you to type at up to 211 
wpm. Itis 100% machine code and has: 
© 3 teaching modes 
© speed and accuracy targets 
© rosults display graphs 
Customise any or all of the 200 lessons 
Which can then be saved to create a 
library of custom lesson sets. Touch 
typist will run from disc, Microdrive or 
ramdise. Available on disc or Microdriva 
for only £12. 
“Succeeding admirably as a serious 
course for beginners and experienced 
typists alike... the professional pollsh of 
good quality software” -QL World 

|@ SECTOR SOFTWARE @ SECTOR SOFTWARE @ SECTOR SOFTWARE ® SECTOI! 
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CTOR SOFTWARE @ SECTOR SOFTWARE @ SECTOR SOFTWARE @ SECTOR SC 

Available on disc or 

system for the expanded Sinclair QL. 

@ Built in screen 
@ Full size keyboard 
@ Built in word processor 
@ spreadsheet and database 
@ 32K RAM 

jary and Calculator 
-omms software 

@ All 288 accessories available 
@ Runs for 20 hrs on 4 AA batteries 

@ Many more features 

SPELLBOUND] scm" _ 
REAL TIME spelling checker for Quill or The Editor V1.17 

onwards on the expanded Sinclair QL. 

Spell Bound is a real time spelling checker for Quill or the Editor V1.17 

onwards on the expanded QL . Spellbound checks your spelling as you 
type with its 30,000+ word dictionary, with no discernible reduction in 

the operating speed of Quill. The dictionary is fully expandable to your 

memory/media limits. 

“icrodrive at only £29.95 

THE ULTIMATE 
@ NOT JUST another mul tasking program, but a complete front end memory management 

@ ONSCREEN CALCULATOR with many features including delta percentage mark up, 
@ POWERFUL FILE MAINTENANCE of oiscs and Microdrives. 

NOTEPAD with word wrap and ‘send note’ feature. 
SOFTWARE RESET scans for, and was of any vulnerable open files at close down. 
ERIAL PRINTER BUFFER user configurable up to 92K 

@ DUPLICATE CODE SHARING allows multiple copies of the same program without losing 
memory to additional code space 0.9. 12 copios of Abacus with 230K free. 

@ COMMAND FILE MODULE easily creates files which will operate the machine in your 
absence, For example it could load quill fil in your address, type a standard lettor and 
printit.. You will, however, have to post it yours. 

‘@ USER FRIENDLY. It was described as “virtually idiot proof” by a major software reviewor. 

Available on disc or Microdrive and still only £25 

CAMBRIDGE COMPUTERS Z88 
-from Sir Clive Sinclair £287 

QL-288 file transfer software £15 
(QI-Z88 cable - £8) 

Ise the Ql for storage and 
editing of files, or use the Z88 as a 
portable terminal, Version 2 now 
available -send SAE for update! 
Purpose built 288 Carrying case 
with room for six Eproms. Protection 
for your portable for only £10. 

m@ SOFTWARE 

Turbo Quill+ £14.00 

Turbo Quill £12.00 
Cartridge Doctor £13.00 
EyeQ £29.00 
Turbo £99.00 
The Editor (DP) £30.00 
Forth £34.00 
Toolkit 2 (EPROM) £34.00 
Keydefine £10.00 

Talent Workbench £25.00 
Psion Chess £17.00 
Better Basic (DP) £25.00 
Home Finance £20.00 

WRITETURN £12.00 
Prints spreadsheets, 
documents and text files 
sideways on an Epson or 
compatible printer, no more 

taping two sheets together! 

m@ QLSPARES 
Service Manual - This is the most up to 
dato book for repairing tho QL. It contains all 
Gircuit diagrams, faultinding charts and 
‘oscilloscope displays to enable you to repair 
your own QL or understand how it works. 
‘Tis isnot tho cheap photocopy offered by 
some firms £25.00 
‘QL Test Software - including RS232 
loopback lead. Tests all major functions of 
tha computer - sound, colour, keys, RS232, 
Micro-drive etc. Used by repair companies ~ 

£14.00 
Keyboard membrane £6.00 
Bubble mat £3,00 
JS ROM set £28.00 
ZX8301 ULA £15.00 
2X8302 ULA £13.00 

Trump Card $175.00 
OL dustovee ‘5.00 
Wired 0d por 100, 550 
Zowlrosrvesta Tanstorn storage box £40.00, 
interna 640K moron £20.00 
‘Asracom 1000 modern £190.00 

FIWARE @ SECTOR SOFTWARE © SECTOR SOFTWARE @ SECTOR SOFTWARE 
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PAGE DESIGNER 2 
A comprehensive new desktop publishing program for the 

expanded Sinclair QL, written by Dilwyn Jones. 
Page Designer 2 | s a powerful new version of the program from the Quanta software library. Completely re-written and with a host of new facilities, it puts desktop publishing within the reach of everyone, at an affordable price. 
Page Designer 2 incorporates many features found on systems costing thousands of pounds. It provides full 
WYSIWYG, is easy to use and is supplied with a comprehensive manual. The program will run on a Thor or Ql with 
at least 256K expansion memory and disc interface, A modular version will be made available for non-disc users, 

IMAGE PROCESSOR ONLY £19 

* Converts pictures from mode 4 to 8 and back again 
* Computerisedimage enhancement 
* Edge detection 
%* Recolour/decolour. Invert black/white 
% Brush for hand alterations 
* Creates clip art for Page Designer 2 
* SPEM Digitiser compatible 

@ Create documents up to 9 pages. 
@ Memory resident hires and text fonts 
@ Variable linespacing and all QL text sizes 
© Cut & paste to memory and file for clip art 
© Transparent superimposition option 
@ Load in Quill docs,._lis and ASCII text files 
@ Full graphics with rotate/reflect. 
@ Taskmaster, Spellbound & Qram compatible 
@ Page magnify and preview facilities 

FontPack1 is the first new font package to be released for Page Designer 2. 

Featuring ‘industry standard’ = in ie = 38 = iy ca | 

iH 

typefaces like Times and . 

Helvetica as well as more Puan iY PILLS FILLES FILLE 
stylized fonts like Urban it 

will add that extra sparkle to | 
your documents. Font Pack 

1 also includes a complete | praes pour .vetc4- ten F : i range of fill patterns. SUNT “ 
Give your documents that STENCIL Z7ALIC | ST) 
original look for only HELVETICA ZR HEADLINE 

£6.00 a 

SECTOR SOFTWARE @ SECTOR SOFTWARE @ SECTOR SOFTWARE @ SECTOR § 
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SJOTFLTWIAIRIE: 
CLIP ART COLLECTION 

7 discs packed with clip art to enhance and enliven 

your PD2 documents. 

Have you heard the news? your newsletters, advertisements, flyers and other Page 
Designer 2 documents will have 100 percent more impact when you include these clip art 
designs. 

altogether: 
1-3: Animals 
4: Maps 
4: Sport 
6: Business 
7: : Cartoons 4 

Available now. Only £6 each — 

BULLETIN BOARD 
What QL and Z88 owners have been waiting for. An on- 

line magazine dedicated exclusively to these machines. 

Anyone can log on to the bulletin board, absolutely free of charge, from 6O’clock in the evening until 9 
O'clock the following morning, all weekends and Bank Holidays. 
Anyone with a modem and 1200/75 Viewdata software (including the Miracle modem) can access the board 
for the news, letters, reviews, problems and to order QL and Z88 products on-line. 
The board will feature noticeboards for second hand equipment advice, messages etc. and last minute 
Sector Software bargains that didn't make the QL World copy deadline. Special offers will also be adver- 
tised 
Modems to access the board are available, price £45 including software from Sector Software. 

Phone 0772 454328 after 6pm and at weekends 

R SOFTWARE @ SECTOR SOFTWARE @ SECTOR SOFTWARE @ SECTOR SOFT\ 
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P-R'0°¢ 
If you have a program worthy of consideration, send it to The Progs’ 
Sinclair QL World, Greencoat House, Francis Street, London SW1P 1DG, 
We pay for everything published at the usual page rates. 

Program of the month 

DUAL DOMINOES 
ual Dominoes full rules are contained in combinations to build sum into which to divide 
contains two the program. between. prevents you winning 
domino games ‘The second game, “Five”, points you would otherwise g Ms In the first game, x * * inte 

inioe RUSE Betmint youcan toes TS J et Sane Nae 
Basi pee cursor keys to choose one of wi iS Soest Die nie Gnd OF DOL EAM OG;, 

asic on a German MGG your tiles and put it in one matching | numbers, this there isa scoreboard which 
QL, the program is played of the three rows, if it fits. If time starting from the top. counts up your points and 
in Mode4 and loads with you are able to do that you You win points only if, after subtracts the values of the 
Coos pd 5 Ne can go on to set one or more ong have en he a tiles yew have remaining. Ns 

ne a but my apologies, Wee: between the ‘rows if” 018 SUN On autor ak Uomnce Bue, peed eo tenn 
fees used me my ere Lt both ends of the tile match anmbers cf chs Saeiinas off counts how often you have 

rather funny as my English tile results in 10 points. divisible by five — for Lines 3840 to 3870, the 
is not perfect. S example 5, 10, 15,20 and so procedure to delete and 

In both the games one or If a row is full, you can on. A new row is built if save, “s(x)”, may be left, or 
two people can play against still add tiles — the whole you set a double tile unless typed into the computer 
Mr Pixl and Mr Chipo. The row moves, creating new a new row giving a new first ofall. 

100 MODE Arveryea 1:2), deine (22,1). domines(55,19, fe168(10,9),nume(9 
4320 DEFine PROCecure titer 300 FOR 421 70 11:Fen(4)=20+49"(1-1) 

b12525680%0 310 
eises 320 

150 csxzee3, IKE9, L9TATES, 2,5: PRINTED, 'o oo 330 FOR 1 READ dominos(4) 
Sd omino® oo St:ATE3,5,5:PRINTES. "oo * Db 30 READ feias(1) 
Y Heino Geaxe = 0 om 350 FOR 120 70 9: READ mume(i) 

I veryiAT £3,9,8:PRINTES, "0 FIVE @  BETWE 360 DuFine PROCeGuPe init 
ol tverya0s PAUSE 105, 370 INKEO, 7: PAPERED, 3: CLSEO: INPUTEO, "Are 1 or 2 PO 
EwKe3.0 : GL-Mesers. Pix & Chipo? 

390 INpuTeO, “Give me your name: rrr apie 
WINDOW £5, 500, 16,6,180 *;mamis:n2=CODE(nami$):1F n2>96 THEN nami$(1)=CHR 
PAPER £5, 7: INKE5.0 s¢nan32) 
BORDER 45,3,2421c5z2865.1,0 820 TF mi>96 THEN nams(1)=CHRE(ni-92) 
WINDOWET, 90, 10,12, 160 4430 CLS£5:INPUTES,'You want to play >BETWEEN< or > 
PAPERET, 5: INKE?. 0 vivec be tys0ers 
DIM fend(11), comps(12, 2), comp18(32, 1), deine (42 Huo IF eeeeeasth! THEN cwiachen:ELSi 
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P-ROGS 
[ 450 DEFine Proceaure eutechen aide REPest eucne 

860 deat swea {igo ascruxevec-2) 
470 OPENC2O, wer 522250049 ie00 EP ef-CHRS(292) THEN abstrapse—7:bim 3 
G0 OPENE?1, mer_5a2K25a0%78 Leto T# af=CHR#(200) THEN abstcabets7:pin 3 
890 OPEN £22, eer_5uzm25u0x153 i2zo iW abet <2 THEN abst nosh 
500 wrRDoWe20, 522. 25.0.3 fe30 Iv aber>noch THEN apet=3 
520 wrnbowees 522, 25.0,78 jeue eai=(anete-3)77. 
520 WiMDoWe22, 542, 25.0, 253 boo TF NOT wedter THEN 
350 FoR 1-20 TO 22:ENKEL, 7: PAPER &1,2:ctsz1 {eéo IF asecuRe(s0) THAN 
580 titel 2270 bim dio wers(zal}ibém St1F NOT gut Then cLsz 
350 bin voua(28).vora1(24) Sievtcars-pipu 2eRETurn 
560 DIM lina dpe 14nzeca5) sadngeas) Toso TF gut THEN endero:biia went(xal),Diateinwes 
Ste prinrezo, "player! 1 - 2 persone snd 2 Computer wove, sar: CLS23:welterat:RETURD, 
2iiayens - Choose atone with arrowkaye and" 290" eno 1F 
Enter’ vthen pur it Sn one of tha vows with mumber 4300 
here 3320, 

580 PRENTE2:,"ze you don't have a fitting atone, t i520 iF Won weiter THEN 
Ren ‘space'(-5 pts). Te the evone is adcea. muy © $520 IF ende THEN endenendors 
he ore mote atonen be ser Cohoisecantar) Detween © Bano one-ene—sipu 2 
he rowe(i0 Pkta}." Sse Eu ar 
boo PRINTEZ2, "rf there 42 no fitsing exons (up and 1360 wei ter=0raus-ssoLses: RETuPA 
Jown) to be put between, then ‘space’. Te aD i370 END IF 
lover nes ne stoner deft, the game 48 over, (Firet 13h0 IF welter AND ASeCHR6(10) THEM bonus wers(can 
stome=t9 pee). Have funt* Jewesk#,ealt1F wos THEN eteinwog work, zai: CLSE3:RE 
$00 3F 4m THEN inserin-o len tELSe CLSeSrRETurn 
G10 cuses:PRINTES."Please wader =X shured. 3390 cLse3 
@ “Und adetriburer":cLseo 4800 ATES, 0, abet: PRINTES, CHRS(193) 
S20 soven-?saaventa?:1si=1: 1z2=1: LsSe1:cotpeey=71c Lux0 ND RuPeat suche 

‘0 nee END OEFine 
G30 domani-29cnig-0:n2=0:h2=0: 01010240 130 DEFine PROCedure begin 
Sho Tr aplel THEN domeahi~29+HLSe domzahi=22 hallo star-usptry=0 
550 enake ikbe FOR n=0 70 9 
60 FOR 16 TO 32edaing(t)~te" denis ()="ex! com 3860 FOR 4-1 70 seven. 
S(t)!" romp (4) "304" 2ayo EF coins (1)=nume(d)THEN wtart~t:weR~i:REtuen 
670 FOR 4-2 707 {hbo Tr compe(t}-nune(h) THEN starte2rwog -1:RETUP 
680 comp#(i)=doninoe (4)1comp2$(4)edomtnos(7-4}:dm8 a 
pecaegoninaeCabeijear wpied SHEN aains@(2)-aonte Tago zF deinie(4)-numt(h) THER etare-siveg-t:RETUF 
pcrerty Fy 
693 EMD roR 4 500 rf compie(i)-numé{h) THEN etartodrweesi:RETur 
ee beainis® repy THEN Go TO 530 5 
Tie eLse5:ciseao:cLsezt+cuseze: CSTZEES,0,9 {sto No FOR 4 
720 WINDOW £3, 500,30,12,196 3520 HD FOR n 
730 ab30 Pexyet 
at) 1300 END DEFine 
130 1850 DEFSne PROCedure grunc (cct,names) 
760 1560 PAUSE 50 
770 Skeet OW start 1s7e PRINTES, "Aa foundacion-stone "seas (woe): "* 
Jao cisprtwres. "Site Minangy" ‘e cumntMrar=a:cene fe wot by "names: 
© deint. seven ibeo Pause ipercuses: 
foo IF NOT atar THEN pfeil deins,coventIN weiter T ibgo itd cae(wes),1sbS1¢ eas(wog), 2ebiid eas(wea) 
HEN want doing, seven E 
Boo if eter THEN grond dein$,nam:mtar-O:ni-ni+i9 Boo 1inat(s To 2)mcae (wee) 1aneangs(a):2angs(2 
Bio naustein deine. domzal,eavon!ni-ni-ert 6 2 )acde (weg) s12K-Linze(2):2in3e(i TO 2)=cd8 (weeds 
S20 IF NOT seven THEN pu Ji scniune:G0 TO 530 Tax-iings (2) 
290 <2: PRINTERS, Pixi playa! 'idr-d:eenet compe, com G10 atalnuag cd8.noe 
prev 3620 pu 1:PAUISE 50 

‘re NoT star THEN conpeuen comps, compeov: ZF wet 1620 EMD DEFino 
"> THEN wand conn’, compoev, 160 DEFine PRocedure io (wes) 

50 If atar THEW grund comp, 'Pix1':etar-0res=01+3 i650 ZF deca THEN 
° A660 eut-o 
860 neustein comps, denser, compeev:ciacivect L670 CLSes: PRINTED, Which row? (1 - 3)" 
b70 IF NOT copes TREN pu 3rschluma:O TO $30 feso bastaKave(-L) 
Bao = srPRruTeS, "it's "enamlei" te turn": de=2: tenn {eso TF peel OR B49 THEN Go TO 1680 
*deinie, seven? 4700 beneao 
890 17 MOT star THEM pfeil dein1s,coveni:TF weiter fad 

Ty star THEN grund deinté,namit)starsornz—n2et 4738 
i780 on 

S10 nevetetn deina¢, doneat, eevent:neunevere Lyso sarere JENFTF gut THIN Lix-wes(2) 
520 iF Not aeveni THEN pu Srechiuass90 TO 500 i760 -2tere J2x:1F gue THIN 12x=wes(2) 
350 <tr PRINTES, "chipo playe!!:ar-difenet comps #.¢ irre caierg XOMrIF gut THEN LaNewes(2) 
onpeavt 3780 SND SELect 
Guo Tf NOT star THEN compeuch compit.compaevii iF 1790 DEFine Procedure erg (iN) 
Giter THEN sani compis , compsevi i800 IF wee(2)=14x THEN gutai: RETUPn 
Spo Tr eter THEN erund compit, ‘cnipot:#tarad:e2ecz [eso TF west2)-1in THEN Gxiemwas (1)ewas (1) =Hes(2)2 
fo eB (2)maraerguees 
60 noustedn compit,domzet. conpaevisezsc2eer? Yez0 exp oEFine 
$70 IF NOT conpaevi THEN pu S:echiumasGO TO 590 $830 EMD DEFino 
580 END sELect i8E0 DEPine PROCedure cteinwes (west. £01) 
990 evartestartst 1850 wext(zei)='x" 
Yooo st etare-5 THEM avert <2 nee FOR Ja 70 4 
Loto iF NOT apiel AND stertaS THEN etart=l i870 FOR ink > 10 
1020 weirer=0 {BBD Tr woge(J)="Hx"THHN wegt(1)=weEs(ir3 )iMeEe CL 
joso rr ende-5 THEN schinesico TO 53° Latex! 
Lolo END REPeat casey 4890 END FOR + 
{o50 END DEFino 1900 END FOR 3 
Sega DEFine PROCedure shake [gio TP drei THEN sevensgevan-2 
tore FoR i-2 To 300 2920 TF ar2 THIN seveni=eavent—1 
4080 FHRND( TO 55) {S30 wrupowed, 40,50, fena( ar), 206: PAPEREU.2; CLSee 
209¢ ECRND(S TO 55):2F anf THEN Go TO 1090 PPAPEREL, 0: PAUSE 20 
ito eivee-aominos(£): dominos (f)=doainos (a): domtn gue IP de=3 THEN cowpsev=compaey- 
os (a)eariees Ippo IF dell THEN ompsevi~conpuevi-1 
220 END FOR & i960 END DAFine 
i120 END DEFine igre DATA 100", t03". *02', "03". 108%, 105", 1061, 107! 
Lise DEPine PROCadure pfeii (wert. cov) tOat,togh, ta steers tag! / at | 845" 82680417", 28 
Like IF welter ANO dec} THEN fenat wert, sev vig taenstaa's t2a's "25", "26", #27", 128", "29", 139" 
ii50 abat=(INT((sev/e)+2)47)-8 SBEN rag) 9360 1971 1381 TROT TERE TAY, 6: 
$460 At £3,0, aboes PRINT 23, CHRE(193) Nagel sagt 551 164157", 15BN 159", 166". 1671, 68", 
Layo hooh=sseev47 v6" 

ee ena: | ee eons 
ener SSS Sas 

* 
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ROGS 
177", 078.179", 188". 189", 199" 
1950" DATA’ ‘oo0d0a000", "090030000", to02000200", +208, 
‘i0i00", "101000303", Losoros01", 'dassor04", (i0r23, anoa", *iatn0aa22", laaaaiaaa" 4990 Dara too", "41%, "22", $53", 1H, 155", 166", TT 7h, Naat, "99" 
2000 DEFine procedure dvuck (etoiné) 
2020 FOR 38 TO 93 STEP 17 
2030 FOR K=12 To lz STEP 15 
2010 ful-fuier 
2050 IF steing(fu2)="2" THEN FILL et, 1a WFILLes,o 
2350 END FOR 
2070 END FOR 3 
2080 LINK £,5,50 TO 54.50 
2090 END DEFinw 
2100 DEFine PROCedure Fenst (4e18, nev) 
Biko cueos tweens? 
2120 FOR ta1 TO nav 
2190 IF aeis(1)<>"ex! THEN 
Biko wrnDoN £1, 40,50, 20ne(4),206 
2150 BORDER £4,1.7 Page cusen 
2170 IF rey THEN ates aois(1):dzuck eteinsiELsE A 
Tea. 2,21 PRIWTEL, cHRE(I58) 
2180 END FOR 4 
2190 END IF 
2200 END DEFine 
2210 DEFine PROCedure t05 (aucs) 
2220 IF 2u THEN einent:nwat-2:ELSE oinenz:awei-i 
2230 steintnreias(ause(oine)+i)82eide (suet (owel)=2 > 
2200 END DEFsne 
2250 DEFine PROCedure Bila (were, 241) 
2260 Geuect Om zat, 
2270 Asan 2200 <2r0n 
2290 =aine 
2900 END SBLect 
2910 DEFine PROCedure aa 
2320 IF 121913 THEN wohied 1int#, 121,20 
2930 lindruek 20,121, were 
2380 Linie(1e1 70 azi-a}=were: 
2350 END DEFine 
2360 DEFine Procedure ab 
2370 IF 122513 THEW sohied 1inz¢, 192,21, 2380 Linaruck 21,122,wers 
2390 1inas(is2 70 Lez-d) were: 1n2-i22-2 
2hoo IF higc(iz2-1) THEN higeis2—a 
210 EMD DEFine 
2820 DEFine PRocedure ac 
2430 IF 123219 THxW sonseD 1in3t, 163.22 
220 Lindruck 22,123, ware 
2850 1inge(129 TO ie3r3)-wares123e263+2 2480 END DEFine 
2870 nign=nie 
2480 IF 1ei>123 THEN sweit-1e1-1: ELSE weit: 
2490 IF rweitchige! THEN hignezwest 
2500 END DEFine 
2510 DEFine Procedure neustein (wert, do, 
2520 IF ende THEN RETUSA 
2530 IF Go>55 THEN ende=1:RETurn 2380 FoR t-2 70 11 
2550 IF wer8(i)="ot THEN wert(4)=dominot(ae):60 tT © 2580 
2560 
2570 
2580 
2590 
2600 
2610 
2620 DEFine PROCedure moniab (1int,i2, kan) 2630 teats? 
2820 FOR 4-3 To 15, 
2650 Lint (1-2)=14n6(4) 
2560 END YOR + 
2670 PANEKan. -73. 
2600 END DEFine 
2690 DEPine PROCAdure compauch (cont, cone) 
2700 FOR tn1 TO 2 
2710 FOR Jui TO cone 
2720 s3u3 
2730 bliaxs-coms(3) 
27lo TF piieKs(s)=11% THEN 2antio coms(3):Di14 co 
BE(3), zarmteinweg cot, JJ:ende=0wel ter-1:RETUPR 
2750 IF v1ick4(4)=12% THEN za-ZiMo com@(J)ibila co 

teinuen cont, 4jrende-ormelcor-1sReTurn 
2760 UF viieKs(1)-13% THEN zasd:no coms (4):b118 <0 
85), 2a: 8telnweg cout, jdt ende-0i wel rerei:RETurn 2770 Eb FoR $ 
2760 END FOR 1 
2790 werverso 
2800 PAUSE 50:CLSz5: PRENTED, "I cannot set 4 etone! 
2830 IF ende THEN ende-endest 
2520 Shp oEFine 
2830 DEFine PROCeduYe vonuse(wars works, num) 

aietere2 

e3-2 

ev) 
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2850 FOR 4-1 10 2 
2860 FoR j=1 To nien 2870 IF wers(2)=1in3e(3) AND 2én2¥(s)-were(1) AND Vell (J)eo4 THEN voll(d)-1rnee=28. TP dees THEN aust 
2880 IF wore(z)~12n28(1) AND wars (2}~1in3e(4}ANO v O811()<ot THER voLia(d )=Liwow-203:2F dees THEN es SESRETurn 1ELST jauaesecetnwee neritcnumsEND TP 2890 END POR 3 
2900 TF i21 THAN arate-were(1 22 
2910 END FoR + 
2520 weaw0:HeTuEn 
2930 DEPine PROCeduze suse 
29110 WINDOWED, 36-5, 59, (J-1)836. 5, noe 2050 pea 
2960 CLsen 
2970 LINEL4, 0,0 70 53,0 7 33,400 To a, 199 TO 0,0 2980 Ties wore 
2990 duck wteint 
3000 wegeisere-ares20 
3020 END DEFine 
3020 END DEFine 
3030 DEFine FROCedure Wahi (were, nev) Soko IF dey THEN 
3950 PRINTED, 'You want to put » stone between? * 
3070 peelt wert,sevicLses 
3080 IF weiter THEN Go TO 3050:8L96 ASTurn 3090 END IF 
3100 IF dese rHen 
Bato RoR ivi 0 vey 
3iz0 numes 
3430 bonus were(4),were, num 3280 ERD FOR t 
iso END TF 
3160 END DEFine 
3170 DEFine PROCedure schluse 
3ABD a-orb-ore-ordo 
3190 BORDERZO, 2,106 
3200 CLS£5:CLB£0: PRINTES, ‘The game te overt! 
Baio FoR f-1 to 7 
3220 TF deins(s)co!xx" THEN 
as(2) 
3230 IF apsel THEN IF deinis(1)<>"ax! THEN pe=dean BeCdyrosbens (a) -bece) 
3240 IF comp$(1}e>!oe' THER of=compe(4) ost2) 
3250 IF compas(1)<>"iex! THEN de-compse(4):deasas (2 yraeca) 
3260 END FoR + 
3270 nna-niarhn2-n2-breciwet-ciceznce-a 3280 kitek-o 
3290 FOR 1-540 70 -20 step -1 
3300 IF nhini THEN neos-neeassk2icieat 3310 TF pn2=t THEN Reeel—n: 
3320 IF ceil THEN ceeerce 
3930 IF codes THEN cgoni-cmeniel:kiicket 
S30 TF kiick THEN Go To 3380 
3350 END FOR + 
3370 CLSe5: PRINT £5, *Reauit! Lett atone 
3380 PRINTEO mans; ’ nas got 'ihht;' pointe (':nrs 

'ATEO,0, 48: PRINTEG, ‘Pil haw Eor ‘scott 
per)" 

4990 IP spie1 THEN ATEO,2,:PRINTEO.namis;! haa go 
e "snh2s" pointe ( = TOE TATED, 3, 5: PRINT 
£0.heeat:‘ times won sitogethant? 
HOO. ATED, 2,46: PRINTED, 'Chiva hi 
fe Cyaan) = apy" 
sllao ATe0, 1.5: PRINTZ0.hees:' tines won altogether! 

\TEO, 1, 55: PRINTED, ogee;* times won alvogethor!' 
igo At20, 3.55: PRINTED, cxeel;" times won altogetha 
3130 BORDEREO.0 
3lbo PAUSE 259: cLae5:PaINTES, 
2650 Pause 
3460 END DEPine 
B70 DEFine PROCedure Iindruck (kan. 12.Wes) 3480 Local wagsiocas gant 
BAGO ite wes 
3500 eani~0 
3510 NT (a2/2)*223 
3520 IF wag>i56% THEN wag=1562 
3530 InKekan, Os FILLEKan. 
3500 LINE Zkan,wag.0 TO wag,100 TO was+z23,100 70 wag+223,0 70 was.d 
3550 tnkeken, 7eFiLtekan, © 
3560 LINE tkan,wag,0 TO wag,100 70 was+223,100 70 
ags223,0 10 wag,o 
3570 Linsekannageti2,8 TO wagei12,95 
3580 FOR t-i5iwag To Z00tuag STEP 185/5 
3890 FOR i215 To 85 stEP 35 
3800 zani-zanie1 
3610 IF eteanf(san) THEN FILLEKAR, 4:CFRCLE than) 
2.4. 8:FTLL than. 
3620 END FOR 3 
3630 END yoR + 
3680 END O81 

4 

were(2)ewers(2):ner 

eetne() ap 



2650 DEFine PROCeduse pu (zal) ano @ 
3665 SBLect ON al 4420 gu 
3670 =1:ATE5, 0, 10: PRINTED, * tepaus 430 EXD DErine 
E Q0:AT#5,0,00) PRINTES, ‘makes 10 pointe! ‘nim 21P Ano PEFine PRocedure arrow (vert, fiv.nemes) 
AUSE 50 uso EP star THON ground werS,namossT® gut THEN RE 
3680 =2:aTE5,0,40: PRINTED, makou minus 5 pointet': fuen 
bin 8 AnGo abaee(re( (etv/2)01)K7)—8 
3690 =3:ATE5,0,30:PRINTES, ‘Ho otenes Left! End oe ayo AF £3,0,annesPRINT £5, cuRS (291) 
fhe game!" :bin’ 7: PAUSE 9° ang0 noon=-deeeve7 
3700 END SELect go REPeat cuche 
3710 ENO DEFine 500 ag-anKeye( i) 
3720 DEFine Procedure bim(v) 4520 IF apachRs(192) THEN absteabae-7:oim 3 3730 Select On v. ub20 IF a§=clRS(200) THEN abstaabee-7i0im 3 Brio s1BxxP 10000, 50,8,1500,28,16,7,0 4320 IF abet <2 THEN abet shoch 
3750 =2:BERP 30000, -1,51150,1,9,0.5, 580 IF abac>nocn THEN abeT-3 
3760 =3:BEEP 2500,13.0,75.7:9/0.0 4550 eai-(abete7-3)/7 3770 <a:meEe 2000,40 560 rr asacune(10) mae 
3780 2000.20 1570 werene-were (ea) 
3750 0,52, -2,7543.5,7,0:PAUSE 50: BxEP 4580 FoR 4-1 70 reinensz¥ waleng¢1)-counzen(4)0R w 
3800 =7:FOR a= To 8 STEP “OiBEEP 0,4; PAUSE 10 eiehs(2)=ccunter(1) THEN prustel 
3ai0 BEEP 590 IF NOT pruef THEN 
3820 END SELect eco IF nde THEN ende-onde+t 
3830 END DxFine A610 PRINTE5,' This eters does not Fiz 1! 
38110 DEFine PROCedure s (er) fbim 6: PAUSE’ 60:RETUED 
3850 DELETE 'mav'sefa* dom':SAVE ‘wav'aees' don! 4620 Exo xr 3880 24D DEFine = 2630 bin A: 1egen wers,za1rnin 5:cLse3 3875 DEFine PROCedure tuené eto pruce-0 3880 dn-assweornaire 4650 REeTure 
3890 IF in THEM insert 660 END IP 3900 OPENESO,c0"_ 4670 ZF se-ciiRe(92) THEN 3910 PAPERESO,5 4680 EF ande THEN ende-endeed 3920 titer: snake A690 auestciSeg: bin 6:RETurR 
3920 DIM eines (48,1) yoo END IF 
3910 FoR ta1 TO Lotroines(1)="x" 710 cises 3950 DIM counter(37) 4720 ATe3, 0, abet: PRINTES, CHRE(192) 
3960 retnen=3:reinent~'09':enae~0: eent-1 2730 END RePeat suche 
3970 seven=5:sevent=5:compnav=5+compaevi~5 7b END DEFine 
3940 hisorne-0;ci-01c20 4750 DEFine PROCedure iezen (welt, 201) 
3990 FOR in6 TO 12:deine(4)='eK"sdesnag(4)="%' 100 i760 welons=wers(za2) pe (2) ate! t compa e(4)= "9" 4770 TF ancy THEN wheat 
ooo FoR i=1 To 5 780 e1ipa1 
410 comps(1)=deminot (+): compae(+) xdominoe(5+1):de 4790 FOR stre(eprung-2)*141 70 (oprune-1)Aued 
Ans(1)scominos(10+1)14F piel THEN deinis(i)=donin 2500 ratnans-veines tite) 
satis) 4810 TP veinens<>xx" THRE 920 domzani~21 Agz0 ZF veinens(2)enoisns(1) AND retnes(Letea)=9 
4030 END FOR 1 TREN 
Waao beatin 4530 Point (4t4+1)-worens: ves~ (INTC (4EE-2)78)44) 1a 4050 IF rery THEN Go TO 3920 bic((iett) HOD a)renae=0 
ogo ciseg:cuses:csrzHe3,0,0 ABLO stainies rei-ubse1,welchs: counter (red) welch 
4070 WINDOW £9, 500,10,12.196 (2yreteines welg,caligue-1:2F usi-2 THEN giiedern 
koao REPeat 1siy Petje 
4090 gut=0:cLse: 4850 Return 
Bioo SLect ON atart 4360 END IF 
aio wL/PRINTES, I"ze's “inanei""e cunt sdr-a:bim 4870 END IF 
L:fenet deing,aven 4880 EXD FOR dee 
4120 arrow deint.soven.namtizF gut THEN count hi, B90 IF e2ips swolt-woiens (1) :woxoh#(1)-worent(2)1¥ 
ane etchs(2)azeit:elipa0:d0 TO 4790 
4190 IF aug THEN neustein doing, domzani, seven! ELSE goo gut-0 
IF sovencs rauaelsG0 70 4130 4920 AND DEFino 

tile IF NOT seven THEN pu Srwchiusssao 70 3920 1920 DEPine PROCedure gliedern (ret.4) 
iso «2: PRINTS, "Pix1 playel'raredioim i:tanst co 930. roines(s-2)-resnea(s-1): rained(s-1)areines(t 
5, conpeev Droeines (4)apeined (+t) ssedhes(sea)="ext 

Bi60 carrow compt.compeay, 'PLxi'1IF gut THEN coun Ago WENDOWE5O, 10, 200, Fan¥(red),0 
© ot, "Pia? 4950 FOR in1 TO 50:SCROLLESO, -1 
4370'1F aus THEN neustesn comps. donzahi, compeev: EL 4960 END DEFine 

970 DEFine PROcedure count (who,nanot) 
100, To 3920 1900 betrae=Orplus-0) 

te 990 ror =i To 10 
Lieenee deine. 9000 betrag=detrag-counter(1) 4200 arrow deinis,sevent,namisiTF gut THEN count h 5010 END FoR 1 

2ynanie 5020 IF betrag/S-1NT(betrag/5) THEN wnoswno-betras L2i0 TF aus THEN neustein deini#,domzani, eeveni: EL FELSE betrag=0 
SE IF sevantes:quna1:60 70 1230 5030 IF echt THEN 
4g20 IF NOT seveni THEN pu 3:mchius 3ou0 ZF weione(s)~0 OR welch#(1)=5 THEN plue~t 
4290 =; PRINTED, "Chipo playa! !:e: 3050 IF reinenci2 THEN TF betrag-0 OR plue THEN ZF 
ompit.compaev2 wolens(1)=woiehs (2): 
Hzto carrow compit, compeeva, "chive! :1F aut THEN co heneraihensiscounter( 
unt 02, "chives ihen,O,walentiwalche='19"rwnowho-becrag0 70198 
250° 1F aus THEN neustein compis, domzahi, compsevi 
ELSE IF conpeevics + 

SE IF sompoeves 
ago TF NOT comp, ago ~ g:PRINTES. 

° 
3060 xF betrog THEN 

4260 IF NOT compaevi. THEN pu 3 5070 bim 2rPRINTED,nanes:' nam got "rbetras! poin 
4270 END SkLect va 3 ‘Sore: 'iwnoi! posnee's PAUSE 100 2280 IF ende=5 THN bim T:schiues:Go TO 3920 5080 ELSE 
4290 wtartamtartrh 5090 PRINTES," That dient yield peinte ¢ 
2300 iy etare-5 THEN otart-1 # 4320 Ty MoT apdel AND stare=3 THEN azart=l 5100 EXD oF 
320 END REPexe ily aio PAUSE 100:cLse5 
4330 END DEFine 5120 Eno IF 
Agko DEFine PROCedure srouna(wers,namee) 5130 END DEFino 
1390. PRINTES, "As foundation-atone " "wat (weg);"" 5ill0 DEFine PROCedure steinieg (eperte, donde. welch 
fe set by *rnanes =» 

A360. Feinas(1) vers (weg):reines(5)=wers(wee):reine 5150 WINoOWEH, Ho, 30, Fenb(sparte), (aonae)*50 
219) -ware (wee) 3i60 cisea 
370.9 2,0, wens (weg):ateiniee 2, 0,vers(wee) 5370 BORDERES.1.7 
rptainieg 3,0,vare (wes) 5380 wenend 
4380 PAUSE i5orcisepsetar=0 5190 
4390 werens='19" 5200 aruck ateine 
R00 swei tenwars (wag): countar(1)-2weits(2):eounter 5210 END DEFine 
(ayeameite(a):countan(3)=2nelt4 (2) 5220 DEFine PROCeduPe wh 

SE ne a | 
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one(2) THEN 
i 

5880 PAUSE 
5890 END Deine 

5720 IF al>i THEN 
5130 FoR tna 70 20 

{2)>ecore THEN acorerwarter(s.2)18 

3770 1F score=0 THIN eprung—werter(nchrit,1):legen 
wore. wenter(sahrit, 0): Return 
5780 aprung-wervar (ache ttt); gon wert, 

TRANSFORM LTD (DEPT. QL ) 
Mail order only. 24 West Oak, Beckenham, Kent. BR3 2EZ 

Sinclair/QL World August 1988 

TREMBPORM LT 

10 

£29.95p 
Price includes software and cable 

01-658 6350 

Transfers any ASCII file from Sinclair OL to any PC Compatible. 

Psion PC four + OL to PC £99.00p Psion Xchange + OL to PC £295.00p. 
5% Discount off Psion Organisers and accessories 

=, 



CAMBRIDGE SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY 
24 Green Street, Stevenage, Herts SG1 3DS 

Telephone: Stevenage (0438) 352150 

THOR XVI 
The all new CST Thor XVI Is a sign of CST’s commitment to developing 
and expanding the QL compatible marketplace and in particular the 
unique architecture of the operating system. In addition to implementing 
the full 16 bit bus, David Oliver and his team have gone back to 
fundamentals to build into the new generation of computers a refined 
streamlined Qdos compatible operating system: Argos. 
While retaining compatibility with Qdos and the QL, the Thor XVI has 
enhanced networking, single key multitasking, dynamic ram capability of 
6.5 Mb with at least twice the performance of the QL. For the professional 
user there are now 20Mb and 40Mb hard discs complemented by @ 
choice of either single or dual 3.5" floppy disc drives, 

MONITORS To complete your system, CST can supply a choice of monitors and 
printers; selected from the wide range on the market, their superior 
performance and reliability when used with Thor computers has led to 
CST’s recommendation. The compact Philips 7502 12" monitor for 
example has many features including a dark anti 
horizontal/vertical size adjustment, position, brightne: 
adjustment. For 16 glorious colours on your Thor XVI (in addition to all 
these features), then the choice must be a Philips 8833 colour monitor. 

PRINTERS CST Is pleased to satisfy all printer requirements including the Instal- 
lation of the necessary printer driver. The popular Epson LX 800 dot 
matrix and the fine letter quality Juki 6100 are quoted on the CST price 
list, for a quote on other models just call CST on 0438 352150. 

‘. Arecent addition to the software for your Thor, “Discover,” by Charles T. 
DiscOVER Dillon, enables the transfer of data of program files {rom an alien 

environment to and from the Thor and QL. This program allows reading 
from and writing to 1BM formatted single or double density 40 or 80 track 
discs. Fully supporting the subdirectory structures standard in MSDOS 
and PCDOS operating systems, the program allows the individual 
selection of files, directories or the whole contents of discs. 

Peasy UcineVAT Owens Ocoee 3. gue] ome el . Panne ante 3] FA mann compinint Seed errr SOR ape EF] dks Seka ibe Sern fee Cl fee ame Sree SoCs ace gee | oes Sets ca tne cn BR] BSS sare geet Snttar " gee | bes 
Behar eset wa MR A SS ei 
The Thor xv Aan Thor ¥¥ GF (Workstation 759.00 79900 Post Coe. Telephone 
Thor e Gngte Fopey ‘fara00 fera00 
Thor fe Deal Hopeyh $523.00 £559.00 Jenelose x cnenuaiPO of 
Thora Wade OME inate, Flpoy) sier.00 [—] ciesa00 
‘Thor OEE (2h Winchester 2 Eyraso0 [=] ivesoo Please deduct my Access MasterearaEurocera/Oiners CubtVecor ale 

33809 [—} sasie0 staeg.00 [=] £212600 wae | | | TL LL LII LILI | 
‘RustonalRAtsortne Thor Renae l 

SMB RAMExpanclon Gard sr7840 evra Expiry Date 
For the thot Range: Priips miontoriMenceneome) Philipe Mont (Colour eso] ow Signature Date Beige Mouse ‘Gas 20 Paton Chase eas 70 
INTRON fom ntrogis eas Shee op 
SPecOSCREEH rm tortor eae $2200 
FROM lnsltation on your Tor S500 = = Hee suo EI 

uraery 00 ‘ie 
tonal '2m Servies contact (WF * sre Incusive of carriog® ue Ham Spe a) Lcaad CST reserve the right to elter prices and specifications without prior notice: 

Pease phonoterade-nvieasing Exper! aastration 
fetalisorforstandard Thor prices __Altmal clside Europe 
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No. 880713 
DéR_TIMES 
THOR GOES 

INTERNATIONAL 
CST have announced the formation of a new sales and 
support organisation for their products to cover the 
European market. At a press conference held at the 
Danish Embassy in London, Thor International was 
launched as the vehicle to promote CST 

In an interview, head of 
CST David Oliver admitted 

will be loosened," The new 
company however appears 

that he baffled by already to have got_it's 
competitors apparently sights set beyond the EEC 
being forced | 10 
manufacture a different 
Machine for each separate GLASNOST 

t market Se Oliver's partner in ‘Thor 
“The Thor is a universal tnternational, Hellmuth O machine in every sense and stuven added that in 

Thor International has been 
created to capitalise on that 
fact.’ Exports currently 
make up over half of CST's 
sales and the proportion is 
steadily increasing with no 
sign of a turn round despite 
the recent fluctuations of 
Sterling 

addition to building upon a 
firm foundation in Europe, 
new markets were also 
targeted and one that 
cannot be ignored is the 
Eastern Block. 

A proposed visit to 
Moscow was mentioned at 
the press conference and it 
has since been announced 

ROLL ON:1992 that representatives from 
Oliver added that “at Thor International have 

been invited for a week of 
negotiations to take place 
just after copy date. It is 
hoped that a successful 
conclusion to the trip will 
see the signing of a 

the protocol of intent outlining a 
stranglehold future joint venture 

present the most limiting 
factor to export growth was 
the ridiculously long. wait 
for export licences which 
can be in excess of six 
weeks. Roll on_1992 when 
at least in Europe 
bureaucratic 

products and in particular the Thor XVI. The company's 
formation, which includes personnel from CST and the 
Danish software house Dansoft marks the start of a 
concerted export drive. 

THOR TIMES 
AGONY AUNT Dear Hilde... 

Dear Hilde, 
1 bought a 288 recently to 
compliment my Thor but 

Dear Concerned, 
1 must agree these foreign 
types are a bit of a handful, am having a bit of trouble C&T" thave - commissioned 

with getting them to Interlogic to take care of 
communicate, all the them with a full conversion 
software I've looked at so 
far can't seem ta cope with 
the foreign characters 1 
need, 

rogram so you won't be 
losing any characters with 
an accent 

Concemed 
In Communicado. Hilde 

Lucky Peter Freeman with CST's David Oliver receives 
his prize from Thos Int's Stuven 

WINNER FREEMAN 
COLLECTS PRIZE 

Peter Freeman, lucky winner of the CST’ competition 
travelled all the way from Huddersfield to receive his 
prize at the recent London Microfair The delighted 
Freeman was presented a brand new Thor XVI FF worth 
nearly £1000 by creator of the Thor concept David Oliver 
together with Hellmuth Stuven, head of Dansoft and joint 
founder of the newly launched’ Thor International 
Mr Freeman was lost for words when CST informed 

him of his success. A dedicated QL buff and long 
standing QL World reader. Freeman had been 
considering upgrading to a Thor for some time, now the 
decision has been made for him. 

Next Month: pcwPrreview 
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MICRODRIVE 
B = Superbasic; A+O = assembler and object code; 
M+B = machine code and Basic loader, A+B+O = 
assembier and Basic loader and object code; S = super- 
charged; L = Qliberated; 11 = monitor mode; 2 = TV 
mode 

1. DIY ASSEMBLER by Giles Todd (8) £5 
A complete two-pass assembler which assembles all 68008 
code and supports the directives DRG, END, EQU, DC and DS. 

2. MINI MONITOR by Richard Cross (A+0) 3 
Multi-rasks on the QL using only 3K of RAM. Commands 
Include dumping registers, memary and ASCII m/c trace, 
register store, memory move and store, and jumps. QL User, 
October 1985, 

4. GOLF by Shergold and Tosa (B 12) 2 
Up to 60 courses of varying difficulty with lakes, rivers, 
bunkers and trees, You decide power and direction of each 
‘stroke. QL User, May 1985. 

5. PALADIN by Willams and Holliday (A+0) £5 
All-machine code space-invaders game used as the basis of 
the games programming series beginning in April 1985. 

7. PACMAN by Steve Deary (B) a 
Almost 20 screens ot varying difficulty including an invisible 
maze, OL User, March 1985. 

8. FAMILY TREE by Andy Carmichael (8) 
Archive program and database for assembling and displaying 
large tamily trees. Theory of Relativity, QL User, July/August 
1986. 

8. COMPOSER by James Lucy (L) 3 
Completed in QL User, Ootober 1985, this QLiberated pro- 
gram allows you to compose, play and edit music, including 
tempo, staccato, legato and sharps. 

17. CAD QLby Tony Quinn (S) Cy 
The GL is particularly sulted to CAD programs, This version 
includes rubber banding and user-detinable symbols. OL 
World, September 1988. 

49. STARPORT 2001 by Karl Jeftrey (M+) £3 
Galaxian-style arcade game with fast m/c entry. QL World, 
November 1986, 

24. DESIGN 3D by J. F. Tydeman (S) 4 
3D screen designs with the minimum of fuss. QL World, 
March/April 1987. 

25. | STELLARIS by D. Carmona (8 f) <4 
Real-time space adventure against the computer, including 
economic simulations, lunar landing and superb graphics. 
QL World, June 1987. 

29, BRIDGE by Peter Etheridge (5) cy 
Excellent version including accurate bidding, automatic or 
manual card play, replay hands, save and load and more. 

382, ADVENT2 by Phillip Sproston (8) 24 
‘Arcade adventure with humour: rooms, robots and problems 
to keep you on yuour toes. 

33. CLOCK by Leslie Fahidy (B12) a 
(On-screen clock to set or read the time, Education, QL World, 
June and July 1987; complete program. 

34. QL CONVERSION/CALCULATOR (t2) € 
Weights and measures, conventions and reverse Polish, 
‘converts anything to anything. Menu-driven, easy to use. 

35. QWHIST by John Wakefield (8) £3 
You play south and the computer plays north against auto- 
matic east/west opponents. Qt. World, August 1967. 

‘36. MAIL MERGE by Stanley Sykes (B 12) a 
Handy utilities providing mall merge and labeller for Quill 
files, plus a demo. 

‘37. THE DOUBLE by P.G. Ives (6 12) cy 
A large football strategy game. You manage a team through 
four divisions, puying and selling, boosting morale through 
the league and F.A. Cup season, 

38. EDUCATION by Leslie Fahidy (8) 22 
Teaches the solving of simple linear equations to the 11-plus 
age group. 
40, ROULETTE by Santiago Rubio (B) 3 
SpanistvEnglish version of the gambling game, including 
Leigh Pattern system to break the bank, QL World, Septem- 
bor 1987. 

41, MONEY by Lesile Fahidy (B) 2 
‘An educational shopping trip, calculating prices {rom 
‘shopping lists and working oul change. 

42. LIFE by Neil Davidson (A +B+0 12) 2 
Machine code version of the simulation of a colony of calls 
‘which live, reproduce or die according to mathematical rul 

43, QSQUIDGE by Glassbrook and Swinton (8) £2 
An arcade hunt through an 8 x 8 expandable grid of rooms tor 
the nine parts of Squidge’s rocket. QL world, October 1987. 

44. COMPRESS by David Marsh (8) £2 
ity to compress SuperBasic files without losing the pro- 

‘gram structure. 
48. SUPERBREAKOUT by R. Davidson (M+B) £2 
Fast m/c version of the classic bat, ball and wall game. 
‘Optional double bats and/or balls. 
46. NAVIGATOR by Norman Marks (B) 2 
Calculates distance and direction between longitude and 
\atitude points on the Earth. Expandable list of locations, 

47, 3D MAZE by R. Clements (8) 2 
‘Chase round the three dimensional maze against the clock, 
searching for the key to the next level 
48, YAHTZEE by Jason Price (B) 2 
‘The popular dice-game with on-screen graphies. Easy and 
addictive. QL World, November 1987. 

50. BANK by Jay Lewington (8) os 
Menu-driven program to keep track of several bank accounts, 
including credits and debits, dated standing orders, state- 
‘ments and more. 

51. PERSPECTIVE by A. Didcot (8) a1 
‘Space is big. This program aims to prove it, with a graphical 
guided tour of the Earth, solar system, suns, galaxies and the 
whole of creation. 
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EXCHANGE 
52. SPACE PODS by Simon Quinn (M+B) 
Four lone abo joss oles ate ery, pode again! Sra 
aliens. Machine code. QL World, December 1987. 

53. GRAPHIC WRITER by S. M, Walker (B) 2 
A graphic design program which can save your pictures as 
‘SuperBasic commands for use in other programs. QL World, 
Decamber 1987. 

54. ZAPMAN by L. Miles (M+B) 23 
Fast-action m/c version of the Pacman genre, Variable skill 
levels and maze formats, 

55. ADVENTURE PLAYTIME by A. Pemberton (B) 83 
‘An extensive adventure where you must complete tasks for 
the inhabitants of a strange lund. coded messages an¢ hints 
included. 

58. SPACE INVADERS by Paul McKinnon (M) 23 
Very fast, challenging version of the classic, with ugly aliens 
and protective shields. 

§7,_ SPELLED by Timo Salmi (8) 3 
‘A complete spelling checker for Quill—is files. 7,500 words 
automatically expandable. Required two cartridges and 512K 
expansion. 

58, RADAR by Nigel Ford (8) 22 
You are control, monitoring the skies, checking aircraft, 
‘scrambling jets to Intercept UFOs and shooting down enemy 
aircratt. 

59. DUNGEONS by Geottrey Evelyn (8) 
tha Wizard, superiors, meuetors or oy ou TAO pcg the 
dungeons, fighting monsters. and collecting treasure in this 
one- to four-player game. Needs two cartridges and an 
expanded QL. 

60. SPEEDMIND by William Henderson (8) rs 
‘A mastermind-siyle game played with coloured pages. You 
have 12 attempts at breaking the code against the clock. QL 
World, January 1988. 

61. COMPANDER by A. Quigley (M9 a 
The utility which compresses screen designs Into the 
smallest files we have seen from a similar routine. QL World, 
April 1988. 

62, “DOMINOES by Adrian Steen (6 {2) 22 
A version of the classic English dominoes to play against the 
‘computer. QL World, May 1988, 
63. VIOUS VIPER by lan Humphreys (B) 29 
A version of the snake game in Basic. “Simple, frustrating, 
addictive, playable." QL World, July 1988, 

64. TAKTIXby Nige! Ford (B) ta 
Sik or more can play the computer in a fierce game of 
European conquest, Put aside at least an hour. QL World, 
July 1988. 
85. DUAL DOMINOES by Helmo Geske (B) 24 
Two addictive versions of European dominoes with splendid 
graphics, to be played in mode 4 against the computer 

ORDER FORM 

No. of programs required Total cost of programs £. 
No. of drives to be purchased Cost of drives (£2 each) £. 

No, of drives sent by you Sub-total £. 

ProgramIDnumbers ////// 7 / Postand packing £0.75 

+ 15% VAT £. 

QL Gold Card Number TOTAL £ 
(if any) —10% discount for QL Gold Card 

holder £. 

TOTAL TO BE SENT £, 

Name ... 
Address .. 

Postcode . 
(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE) 
PI ge Copy on to Microdrive the programs which | have indicated by thelr ID numbers. | enclose a cheque/PO to the value of & 

A A SS A 

payable to Sinclair QL Worid. | understand that Sinclair QL World undertakes to supply only these programs, copied on to one or two. 
Microdrives per title as required, and accepts no liability for operation as defined by the authors. QL World cannot supply information 
about the programs other than that originally printed or supplied. Any article reprints must be ordered and pald tor separately at £2 

ich (£3 overseas) inclusive of post and packing. 

Please send your order fort to Mike McKenzie, PO Box 74, Tonbridge, TN12 6DW. Tel: 0892 832952. 
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ICRO Micro Abs __ 
PROBLEMS 

WITH YOUR QU 
FOR FAST, RELIABLE AND PROFESSIONAL 

REPAIRS AT COMPETITIVE PRICES 
Contact: 

P M ENGINEERING 
Cambridgeshire PE17 4BG. 

‘St ves (0480) 61394 

We can also supply you with hardware, softwai 
blank discs, accessories and spare paris 

QL TURBOQUILL + 
[ol Turboquil described as ‘absolutely 
essential by OLWorld now hgasa ew even 
aster version, OL Turboquil+ for expand 
Jed memory OL's only. TO+ drastically 
improves sereen handling by over 100%, 
ins plus the added features of a glossary 
(keydeline) ang capsiack indicator twins 
{ull into 2 Siok, fast, professional word 
processor 
QL Turboguil+ £13.50 ine VAT. PP 
QL Turboquil £11.50 
Taskmaster £25.00 
Spellbound £28 95 
{OL Turboquil~ and Spelbound £41.50 
‘OL Turboquill» and Taskmaster £37.00 
Please state required on MOV or 3.5 disk 
Also your qui version (le 2.3 or 2.35), 

3.5 DISKS ONLY 
Prices include VAT, postage labels ~ 

Guantiy —OSi0D—SS/00 
10 11.50 10.95, 
0 32.00 31.40 
50 52.90 49.90 
190 10005 94.30 

Call forthe iowest priced qualty 3.5 Disks 
in the UK, Lifetime guarantee, 
Plus @ 14 day money back guarantee. 
Express same day dispatch 1/10 disks| 
storage box (10 disks) £1.50 ine. 
Cheque/PO to: Athene Consultants, 23 
Holly Grove, Fareham, Hants PO16 
7UP. Credit Gard Hotline (0828) 282083, 

=| 
QL ADVENTURERS! 

Data Format Conversion Service 
Between QL, IBM, CPM Formats from £5.75 plus media 

Also File Recovery — From £8/hr — Phone for quote 
SPECIAL PRICE — QL USERS TOOLKIT £15.00. Ingludoe sideways Miter Soteus Duna, Function key Detirer, Hloornparr, Job ‘Contral Keyworda, Reset Mem size, Base Trace, Mem Opi, TranoiRaraor, ate 

Y FOR METACOMCO'C! 

(CPM PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWAREON QL IBM & CPW FORMATS feted 
JRT PASCAL -ZSMALL C-XLISP - LAP FORTH -FORTH TUTORIAL oral for Bore cowie crn sonvo naar £46.00 GL SPY ak} £5450 The asta OL tor Sens ‘SaNby Ge EMULTOR S80 Package eas phone es 

‘NEW GRAPHICS LB 

Budget Price QL CAD Package 
QL CADETTE £25.00 

Sema ratico 

‘BBC Caged Disk Orive 4ovss 
Pra rae Vr Loar Eos pecans tcc rams: CWO or Access Eipedteioe ean Socin 

SUPERTRACE. Watch Basic in action 
pilus single step mode 
“indespensable”, The most reason 
ably priced tool released seo August 
“87 OL World On MDV £5 including p&p. 
‘Stack Software, Great Wollord, Shipton 
‘on Stour, Warwickshire CV36 5NO. 
10608 74369, 

‘BStUSee is rato Noweus bring tn ey iuy nty 
(ONLY 1498 Please stator inp) 
‘Same day despatch from: 

Xenon, 24 Warnelfe Street, Bernsloy 
‘South Yorkshire ST068P 

eae BE ATADDING 
‘GL Adventurers’ Forum numbers 1,2, 30300, Fabric Ribbon Cassette 

(Wo stamp required) 
FOR SALE: GL Plus Sonware, manual “Tet: 08907 50965 
fete £80. Cub Micrevetec C58D Series 
£200. Tandata Q-Connect, Q-Mod, Q- 
Call £150. Individually of collectively to 
nearest offer. Tel: Lowestoft 730483 
from 8th of August on. 

MORSE PRACTICE MACHINE with 
Internal MORSE TUTOR. Many 
features, and variable speeds up to 
test rates. £12 or send SAE. for de: 
fails, CARAVAN SOFTWARE, 60 
Tantalion Road, London SW12 806, 
‘Tel: 01-675-5074 attor 6 pm only. 

Tired of all those ploces of paper 
‘floating around your desk? 

‘Wall, here Is you 
NOTEBOOK FOR SALE: GL compilers, games lots, 

of digital precision and other sofware. 
Printer, dual 514" dise-drive, mouse, 
modem, Schon PC keyboard. High 
quality PC case for housing QL ete, 
MDV and clock back-up units, books 
‘and manuals, Offer. Tel: 09286 72583. 

a QL REPAIRS 
ANY FAULT £27.95 INCLUSIVE OF P&P, VAT| 
INSURANCE AND 3 MONTHS GUARANTEE. 

sf FOR REPAIRS ON OTHER MICROS 
cLtt PHONE FOR DETAILS. 
SUREDATA 
Telephone: 01-902 8218 

UNIT 6, STANLEY HOUSE 
STANLEY AVENUE, WEMBLEY 

MIDDX. HAO 4/80. 

QL BUSINESS SOFTWARE 

(GL ROMS AND SPARES 

ech ica sae 
doe Atkinson, 36 Ranelagh Road, Ealing, 
London WS SA (al order only) 

14 Purenase Loggers, took Cotto, Uist Label Print Uiltias 
SALES INVOICER £19.85 (9.95 with Pack 
Procuces net imics Stoners and Credt ots engin ror rosspaet 
(GENERAL LEDGER E1995 (185 Wwin Pak) Computerised Can Boos Hance 

ls, Payinents ana VAT. Maintains Gash ard Sank Accounts Produces a wide 

hues Pore SAE tute cn SSO MICROSYSTEMS (Dopt QL) 24, Hltchin, Herts, UK. Tel (0482) 

QL/IBM/OPD/AMIGA BUSINESS SYSTEMS, FILE TRANSFER & RECOVERY BNGh atone cy 
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Don’t buy expensive pages for 
your ‘FAX’ organizer 

Our new software: 
COMPUFAX will print it for you on ordinary A4 paper 

or continuous stationary 
Calendar pages, appointments, names and addresses 

Itwill address envelopes as well. Suitable for 
organizers of any size TYPE RIGHT NOW 

Pele ctw Prockrces 
TS Leiabeon Ra... 
Beoobrminscer , 
Briscot. BSS anc 
(0272) SG142> 

Special introductory offer: £19.95 inclusive of VAT and carriage INKWELL DELUXE TYPER (IDT) is 2 sophisticated typewriter. Type Cartridge, or 3'/," dise a line, edit it then print it. Control all the features of your printer 7 (bold, condensed, underline etc). Can be quickly and easily altered Cheques, postal orders to: to work with any printer (dalsywheel or dot-matrix). Shows last six ‘COMPUTEXT lines typed. As a bonus, owner of Epson compatible dot-matrix printers can print each line using any of the 100s of INKWELL print 58 Castle Drive, Horley, Surrey RH6 9DE styles and uses all of the features of the built-in version of INKWELL. DELUXE 2.81 IDT plus two manuals is £16.00 
INKWELL DELUXE 28 comes with a clear 20 page manual and 
works with any Epson compatible dot matrix. 16 fonts and excellent QUICK QL REPAIRS font designer, Print out QUILL or ASCII files in 100's of ways. Pre- view option lets you see document as it will be printed! INKWELL DELUXE 2.8 was £16.00 now only £12.00 (excl microdrive hardware) — Font cartridge with 10 new INKWELL fonts only £5.00 

6 month guarantee ‘QL to ATARI ST. Lead plus software summer special 815, 5 Software only £6.00 Transfers Quill-lis and ASCII files from Faulty OL boards (oxc! plug-in IC's) Sorareea ee ‘QL to ST at 9600 baud! 
Brand new QL (JM, for spare). 880... + special power suppiy, Keyboard membranes £6 “OL circult diagrams (mod detals)..£2 Prices include p&p. Write for upgrade prices. Order from: ea008 . £8 1377 video et PALANTIR PRODUCTS, 78 Leighton Road, Bedminste JMrom “88 48 rom {limited cuppiy) Bristol BS3 1NU 302 88. 8901+ high precision oscil 8049 (NEC)... ‘84.50 B049 (Philipe-beter networkin 

Callers wolcome (by appointment) PALANTIR PRODUCTS 
Profesional programs ot sensible prices 

Lie 

Wave Treiber. Beye pstem Sbatand —--Miiero Anika HARDWARE [a a perce 
ABC Electronic PD.QL. Bice 
010 49 621 8980881 ‘0212002813 Sereee? Ging eeree blot pec Momory Extension Disk Drive zs _Datanet Systems MPC Software are Becton sed baeree omer am ceooseoingas6i4 
Chromagraphica SERVICES 0220080 ae oiot2sa00 ia oa Digital Precision 184651900 8.7. imate 15275409 PDL ios eso PM Enginecring Puttober Sate! eaCrphi, Bi 2008813 Data-Skip (Holland) uso 1003 pls Genet es eet Geet aeaee a Lye Cae Suredata ‘staoper dedi Man Pyramide S/W igital Precision orgorsais Stpechange Bocklandn Dridene, aon anes 19275408 Super User Bureau ‘Seema eee ickgasiete, ga Beat Caco eid et rd 
Rastispenacee 7" — PO Box 8, Shildon, D4 Dyweokwae Quantum Computing (USA) 
Tony Firshman Services aLw 0256 881701 panes asa 779727 ‘ Sector 8/W eset Professions! ful-tine support tor  Eidersoft QL cre sseazs Miracle Systems sf Gl GSE Mow sad com OEBDEBESED hand 258 Scttvare and Rardvare ore eoesri Fptis y somes ing me Toeonenandemrthingetagoy Sted FOS 

‘dependent advise, computer suppties need forthe QL mn Samy ‘sha handane.and software Escape software aeraeps ti cidetiSentetan 
Sandy (UK) P.C.P. SOFTWARE [ibaa enna rae zea 2i9534 Shadow Games Athene Consultants oxsc0sse4 Selon Kavtoanis 320 280080 Gap Software Fe 
Strong Computer Systems Best Malt Ltd Savid Syst cet a eas esr 291 240 meen ee Talent Computer Systems .K. Computerware pecs iheratio oarsoeeii8 baodien 26 70097 Liberation Software ‘TK Computer Systems Tee Complex Data Systems 1546 705 onseaeet ‘etna (UK) Ltd Maxtronies R& D Ltd ‘WD Software oe 35 60889 (New Zealand) osassiove 

% Compware 69:99255<8erCHISOPT(London) _Q.L. World Reader Offers. erty Compa eg oh we QL. World Readers Offers Tretswepper(Versien2),Conpucer  Mletateomeo Zeataline Projects Ltd osssti7 One Professional Menitor, Maga ore 498781 see 792078 



MIRACLE 
SYSTEMS 

TRUMP CARD TOTAL PACKAGE £325 

(EXPORT £285) 
Trump card + double disc drive + 10 diskettes (QL standard 3.5" format) 

TRUMP CARD 
768K RAM 
Disc interface 
Screen dump 

RAM disc 
Printer buffer * ob notincluded 
Memory cut 
Toolkit Il 

TEN 3.5" 
DISKETTES 
ve 720K each 

SINCL Ain 

Bp Be Bp Me De be 

QL DOUBLE 

DISC DRIVE 

ve 2x 720K, 3.5" 

vx NEC mechanisms 

vx Very quiet operation 

¢x Cables included 

vx Mains powered 

This package will boost the power of your QL to beat rivals and still let you run existing 

software. Larger Quill documents, files and so on can be accommodated and 

programs will run faster. Trade in your Expanderam 512K for £50 off 

package price, or £25 for any other expansion. 

MIRACLE SYSTEMS, NBC, Dean Road, Yate, Bristol, BS17 5NH 

Tel: (0454) 317772 
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MIRACLE 
SYSTEMS 

14 day money back guarantee on all products 

12 month warranty on all products 

UK prices include VAT and P&P 

(Export prices in brackets include P&P) 

QL MIDI PACK 
£78 (£73) 

LILEOCTLL 
wx With comprehensive 

‘TRACKER’ sequencer 
software. 

% Plugs into ROM port 
te IN, OUT, THROUGH 
te 2 MIDI cables included 
Ye needs external memory 

QL TRUMP CARD 
768K RAM & DISC I/F 

£175 (£155) 

Ye Increases memory to 896K 
Ye Standard 3.5" disc if 
wx Screen dump 
te RAM discs 
‘t Printer buffer 

wx Memory cut 
% Toolkit 

QL MODEM 
£49 (£45) 

Printout software 
1200/75 e.g Prestel, T Gold 
Autodial 
3 metre cable 
Plugs into SER2 
Viewdata software 
80 column software 
Not BT approved! PEEK KH HS 

QL CENTRONICS 
£29 (£28) 

Plugs into SER1 or SER2 
Standard Centronics plug 
Default Baud rate 9600 
3 metre cable 
All cabling included RRR EE 

Tel: Sales (0454) 317772 
Technical (0904) 423986 

To place an order by phone please 
have your credit card ready. For 
overseas customers we charge the 
prices shown in brackets. 
To order by post, please fill in the 
form opposite or write to us quoting 
your credit card number and expiry 
date, or enclosing a cheque payable 
to MIRACLE SYSTEMS. 
Orders are normally processed the 
day we receive them. 

rc — 
i To: MIRACLE SYSTEMS, NBC, Dean Rd, Yate, Bristol BS17 5NH 

| lL enclose a cheque to the value of ¢ 

| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
| 
L 

QL EXPANDERAM 
512K 

£89 (79) 
Increases memory to 640K 
Disc if through connector 
Low power consumption 
Speeds up some programs 
Use longer Quill Docs ete. 
Black cover included REO 

Please send me 

QL MODAPTOR 
£39 (£36) 

Printout software 
IM QL to standard modem 
300/300,1200/75,1200/1200 
Autodials with DTR 

Plugs into SER2 
25 way D plug 
Viewdata software 
80 column software 

* 
& 
* 
* 
* 
x 
& 
& 

or debit credit card [ 

yO expires 

Signature 
Address 



TEL . (0267) 231246 

STRONG COMPUTER SYSTEMS _ wisaanp access 
BRYN COTTAGE, PENIEL, CARMARTHEN, DYFED, SA32 7DJ. ALL, PRICES INCLUDE 

VAT AND CARRIAGE | 
) 
t i 

PLEASE CALL FOR OTHER SPARES 

‘PRINTERS — pricks INCLUDE PARA INTERFACE 3.5" DISK DRIVE SYSTEMS 
SBC TP180-9 180 cps. Draft 30 cps. NLQ Cumana Interface 0K £69 
WITH 1YR. FREE ON SITE MAINTENANCE £219 Cumana Int. + Single NEC + 10 Disks — £179 
1.Q3500 24 pin Letter Quality 160cps £349, Cumana Int. + Dual NEC + 10 Disks £239 
Seikosha MP1300 300 cps. Draft 75 cps. NLQ £399 Trumpcard- £170 
Daisywheel MP26 26 cps. 4299 ‘Trumpcard + Single NEC + 10 Disks £289 
2000 Shts. Fanfold Paper (if supplied with printer) & 16 Trumpcard + Dual NEC + 10 Disks £325 
2000 Shts. Fanfold Paper Micro Perforation — & 19 Single NEC Drives + 10 Disks — s119 
Miracle Parallel Interface — —— £29 Dual NEC Drives + 10 Disks ~ 189 
Canon PW1080A Reduced. ——--— 8259 Bare NEC Drive = £79 
RIBBONS DISKS AND CARTRIDGES 

et lm amma ge 1035" DS/DD Disks —— £16 ce part MR a 105.25 DS/DD Disks 12 
Epson LX 85 Citizen 1200 —— $6 20 3.5" DS/DD + Lockup Storage Box & 29 
1300A1______ 816 SLBOAI 56 4 Microdrive Cartridges £8 

10 Cartridges + Transform Box ~& 23 
MONITORS (castes IncLuDED) 20 Cartridges + Transform'Box —-—— & 40 

Microvitec Cub 1451/DQ3 Col ——~ $249 Transform Box for 20 Carts ii) 
Microvitec Cub 1451/DQ3 + Stand £269 Lockup Disk Box for 40 3.5" Disks 412 
Swivel Stand for Microvitee —————---—_ - & 25 

lips BM7502 Mono + Stand —--—-— & 99 SERVICE AND PARTS: 

(7 an S)\ 7. DAY REPAIR ——- 428 
SILVER REED 4 COLOUR PEN PLOTTER EMERGENCY REPAIR £38 
+ OL CADETTE OR TECHNIKIT £199 KEYBOARD MEMBRANE — £6 QL Cadette is a Draftsmans CAD Package enabling ULA ZX8302 — 88 
one to produce 2D Plans —_——- (829) 2Amp 5Volt Regulator — & 4 

| Technikit enables Techni! to drive a plotter ($20) 68008 CPU —— £25 

avant ST wirn QL emutation 

ASSEMBLER WORKBENCH £19 TAC-2 JOYSTICK + ADAPTOR —— S12 

MICRO P DISK INTERFACE FITTED WITH TONY TEBBY ROM £39 

SINCLAIR QL COMPUTERS 
1040 ST —£&730 2MEG ST 81150 4 MEG ST. £1495 

128K JM COMPUTER ~ £139 | | |ror MONITORS PLEASE ADD TO THE ABOVE PRICES :- 
128K JS COMPUTER £149 MONOCHROME MONITOR ~ £115 

COLOUR MONITOR ——— £295 } 
S Zz 

TALENT SOFTWARE DIGITAL PRECISION 
Tye 22 516 MEDIA MANAGER ——— $35 
HoRRODAY ——— 813 LARS MAS Ea STUME: EDITOR (128K CART) $24 
FARMER: $1 ASSEMBLER £19 QRAM — —— Ra EDITOR (640K DISK) —- £39 
MOVERZONE —— $13 PASCAL——— $69 Qryp_ — $24 SPRITE GENERATOR — $29, 
ZKUL BIZ PROPASCAL £79 QPTR DISK ‘$24 SUPER ASTROLOGER — S22 
WEST $12 PROFORTRAN ~ 479 QPTR CART —— $29 PROF, ASTROLOGER — 454 

JONGLE EDDY 513 QMON——-— 8183 PRECISION — 44 
Lemay —— ES nes muny ste astomonr— aie erornia 
STRIP POKER — $13 WARIN THEBAST £39 TALISMAN — £19 TURBO + TURBO T/K 489. 

srurrorie os Phoweauie rad somanetg——— tater, ES. ——— et 
‘COSMOS: BIZ HYPODRIVE —— $12 SNOOKER —— S12 SUCCESS. ~~ 845 

GRAPHIQL — 822 TANKBUSTERS — $14 STONERAIDERU $13 BLGCKTANDS! Be 
TECHNIQL — 344 SQUADRONS 813 3D SLIME ——— 11 DROIDZONE 89 
TECHINIKIT: —— £20 CALL FOR BEST PRICES FOR UNLISTED SOFTWARE SUPER BACKGAMMON ~ S11 
3D CAD — 532 


